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SUMMARY

PFODPLFM

The training of troubleshooting principles has always
been difficult in the military and civilian community.
Techniques which have proven to be successful have also been
expensive and labor intensive. Within electronics training,
this has proven to be especially true, probably due to large
variety of devices and technologies which are used in
military equipment. This continuing investigation has
attempted to develop rethods for applying computer-based
simulation techniques to assist in the training of
electronic technicians more thoroughly and less labor
intensively than must be done currently. The goal has been
tc develop in the student an understanding of the cause and
,Afect relationships between circuit elements, by enabling
the computer to interact with the student in English as he

through an investigation of the operation and repair
of a malfunctioning electronic devic. The development of
programming and pedagogical techniaues to achieve this end
has been the focus of this research.

APPROACH

This report documents the development of an existing
system into a 12-hpur sequence of instruction on the
principles cf electronic troubleshooting. One asoect of
this system is documented in TR-76-67 which was an interim
technical rEport required under this contract. The work
dcne in the second phase of this contract was the
development of a comouter assisted instructiorvIl HLTIttn in
which an exaert tutor (simulated bv the computer) could be
observed and conversed with as it performed debugging of a
fault inserted by the student. This additional technique
was then .integrated with existing laboratory simulation
techniques °developed under prior contracts to provide a
complete instructional block. An experiment was run to
determine the utility of these training techniques when used
with_students in a technical training institute. Students
were presented the sequence of materials and were evaluated
at various points within the sequence and questioned to
determine their attitude toward this type of instructional
presentation.'

RESULTS

Student attitudes toward the computer simulated
laboratories, expert tutors, and gaming situations were
overwhelmingly favorable. All felt that they significgntly
improved their diagnostic skills, particularly because of
their ability to interact repeatedly with the simulated



:.try equipment and their observations of the 'expert
*rculon,-!nr' simulated ty the computer. They

relt relaxed and unthreatened by the computer
Arl felt th:it it wAs generally easy to deal with. Testing
.0minifltere to the ntudents show positive improvements in
th tirre reluired to diagnose, and in the techniques used
i:;2Iato ftilllts After training.

Trio intense, intelligent training environment created
by unin, the computer's unique ability to simulate and
Jenerate appropriate instructional sequences could result in
positive improvements in student understanding of
trouleshootinFT techniques and attitudes toward training of
the::0 and probably related problem solving skills. The use
of the computer .to eliminate technical problems with
hardline, lahoratory equipment in this type of instruction
enhances the student's ability to develop the underlying
skills required for troubleshooting by enabling him to
concentrate on these skills.
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Reactive Learning Environment for
Computer Assisted Electronics Instruction

Chap'Ger 1

INTRODUCTION

SOPHIE (i.e. SOPHisticated Instructional Environment)
is an intelligent, generative instructional system for
teaching the knowledge and reasoning strategies of
expert-grade electronic troubleshooting. This report
describes a. study which explores the .strengths and
weaknesses of an extended SOPHIE system. This study has
helped to develop a better understanding of how SOPHIE's
unique capabilities can be exploited in a training
environment.

At tte same time v,e wanted to investigate how simpler
systems designed in the spirit of SOPHIE but less ravenous
of computational resources could augment some of SOPHIE's
tutorial capabilities. In particular, the original SOPHIE
was not a self-contained tutorial system. To obtain maximal
utilizatior of its capabilities, a more complete
computer-based learning environment had to be built around
it which combined the best features of traditional
frame-oriented lessons, laboratory simulation exercises, and
other simpler but still generative instructional material.
In this report we describe this computer-based learning
environment, along with the series of formative experiments
we conducted in order to successively refine =this
environment.

-

'Specifically, we hoped the experiments would shed some
light on several issues: How can sophisticated artificial
intelligence systems augment frame-oriented Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI)? How can students be helped to
exploit a learning environment which is open, non-direeted,
and rich. What elementt in a computer-based course
contribute most to student enjoyment, involvement, and
productive learning? While these are certainly very broad
questions which we do not hope to answer completely, our
experiments provide an example of a learning environment
which provides positive results in these terms.

Brief Description of SOPHIE

In order to understand the reasons for extending SOPHIE
and for performing the experiments described here, a brief
description of the kernel SOPHIE system it in order.

3
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The original, kernel system is now called the SOPHIElab to distinguish it from the rest of the extended SOPHIE
systen. The SOPHIE lab consists of a large collection of
artificial intelligence programs which. nse a circuit
slTnlator to answer hypothetical questions, evaluate student
hypotheses, provide immediate answers to a variety of
,easurement c.,estions, and allow the student to modify a
circuit and discover the ramifications of his modifications.
To enable students to carry on a relatively. anrestrained
English dialogue with the system, the SOPH:E lab has a
Clexible and robust natural language front-end.

In a typical instructional session, based solely on theSOPHIE lab, a student is presented with a fault of some
specificd degree c4 difficulty. He then tries to debug the
instrument t)y requesting measbrements. At any time he can
offer a hypothesis about what he thinks.could be wrong withthe instrument and receive an evaluation of his hypothesis
in terms of the measurements he has made. The student canalso, at any time, request that a component be replaced.Before the part is actually replaced, the student isrequired to say exactly what he thinks is wrong with it.
Only if he is correct is a new component put in the circuit.
If ne is incorrect, the hypothesis evaluator is invoked
automatically to determine whether his proposed fault is
reasonable, and if not, why pot. Because some faults in the
instrument blow out other, components, finding a faultycomponent will not necessarily fix the instrument. Indeed,in such cases where the replaced part is actually a
secondary fault," the replaced component will be blown

again. As in the repair of real instruments, the
fundamental underl!ing fault must be diagnosed and repaired
first.

From the above description, it can be seen that a
student using just the SOPHIE lab needs an understanding of
the particular circuit being simulated, some reasonable
troubleshooting strategies, a basic 'knowledge of
electronics, and the ability to generate plausible
hypotheses.

The Learning Environment

One of the primary goals of these experiments was todetermine if trainees could really take advantage of the
freedom provided by :nis environment. Previously, we had
verified that many cf SOPHIE's educational features coultibe
exploited by engineering studonts, but we were less surethat these same features would be liked and used to good
advantage by less academically oriented students studying to
becomp technicians. In other words, we wanted to know ifmany of SOPHIE's capabilities were too sophisticc.ted for

4
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many of its potential users. Consequently, the experiments
undertaken in this study focussed on how technical studentsused, reacted to and profited from the total learningenvirr-nment built on and around SOPHIE. The learningenvironment we constructed addressed all of these issuesand, in fact, provided us with a _rich opportUnity toexperiment with how to sequence various activities in orderto optimize what students mastered.

Many electronic troubleshooters are trained to r'paironly specific pieces of equipment. These people have great
difficulty fixing familiar devices with unusual faults orunfamiliar equipment for which they have no specifictraining. This is not the kind of troubleshooter we wish todevelop. Inste-ad, we are focussing on producing a skilled
troubleshooter who is capable of fixing even unfamiliarpieces of equipment. Such an expert troubleshooter is oftencalled on to fix the equipment with which others havefail.)d, and is surely expected to be able to fix any of hisown dalibration or test gear. He is supposed to be able tohandle new equipment without significant retra;ning. Hemust have a sufficiently good conceptua] understanding ofelectronics to be able to develor) appropriate diagnosticsteps on his own, to digest new infirmation from technicalmanuals.

One word of caution may be in order. Our goals werenot to try to establish- that SOPHIE-like environmentsobsolete more traditional frame-oriented instruction.Indeed, we tried very hard to design the best possible textand frame-oriented materials. Against that background wewanted to see how more sophisticated systems could furtherenhance a student's learning and motivation.

The learning environment consiSts of tw.-1 r-winstructional subsystems built on top of the SOPHIE
a set of activities which structure the way students usudboth the lab and the new subsystems,l(see Figure 1). Thefirst of these new instructional systems (described in moredetail in Chapter 4) is called the Expert Debugger. Thissystem can best be described as an articulate expert whichcan not only locate faults in the given instrument, but muchmore important, can articulate exactly the deductions thatlead to it. That is; it can explain its particulartop-level troubleshooting strategy, why it 'is making anyparticular measurement, what follows from the results ofthat measurement and what someone might mistakingly orprematurely conclude from that measurement. In brief, itinstructs by first letting the student choose a -Tault(symptom) and then engaging him in a dialog as it progreses
insightfully toward finding the fault. Instead j ofexplaining abstract, uninstantiated troubleshoo ing

5
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strategies, we can, with this system, explain these expert
strategies and the other pertinent eleetronie4pknowledge in
terms of concrete examples* which stem from what the student
has done!

The second instructional subsystem is a troubleshooting
game (described in Chapter 3) which permits one team to
insert an arbitrary fault and the other team to locate this
fault by making measurements. The team that inserts the
fault must not only be able to predict all of its
consequences (such as other parts blowing out), but must
also be able to qualitatively predict the outcomes of any
measurement the opposing team requests. In brief, students
playing this game exercise their trodbleshooting techniques,
while developing their understanding of how the circuit
functions.

Typical Seauenee of Activities

The experiments we conducted were carried out in the
context of a short "course" on electronic troubleshooting.
The sequence of activities in the course was constructed to
take approximately 12 hours. The first two hours (of the
twelve) consisted of a brief introduction to the SOPHIE
laboratory followed by an intensive study of the
instructional booklet (see Chapter 2). The booklet provides
review material on basic electronics as it pertains to
regulated power supplies and a more detailed explanation of
the particular power supply to be used. This material was
followed up by a question answering period and an informal
discussion on troubleshooting strategies.

In the second three-hour period, students alternated
between using the Expert Debugaer and doing troubleshooting
in the SOPHIE lab using preselected faults. Unassisted
troubleshooting provided good impetus for paying close
attention to what the Expert was saying; the students
quickly realized that troubleshooting this instrument was
quite a bit more complicated than they first suspected.

The third session consisted of two activities. The
first explolted SOPHIE's simulator fully -- students were
given thp task-of finding faults which would propagate to
cause a speclfied component to blownut. The purpose of
this activity was to give them practice in predicting
possible causea of secondary faults. This kind of
dnderstanding is otherwise hard to come by and, needless to

*This subsystem, not nn overly complex program (as compared
with the SOPHIE lab), gets most of its power by having its
knowledge encoded in terms of augmented decision trees. As
such, it is an interesting example of smaller generative
systems.

14



say, failinF to acqutre it can lead to very inefficient,
expensive troubleshooting.

After these exercises were completed, the students
formed two-person teams and engaged in more troubleshooting
practice. As we discuss below, the use of teams at this
'point proved to.be very beneficial, generating a great deal
of discussion about what measurements to make and why.

The last three-hour period saw teams pitted against
each other in the troubleshooting game. At this point we
turned on the costing function which assigns realistic costs
to measurements they were making. After several go-rounds
with this activity, we broke up the the groups and gave each
individual some final troubleshooting exercises. For this
final activity we stressed cost-effective troubleshooting as .

well as the use of the hypothesis evaluator in SOFHIE.

The Experiment

In order to explore how best to exploit' the novel
instructional capabilities made possible by SOPHIE, and how
students reacted to and learned from this environment, we
designed a set of formative, exploratory experiments.

To ensure that the results of these experiments would
be relevant to the electronics training program in the Air
Force, we needed to find a population which.had educational
backgrounds and capabilities similar to personnel chosen for
expert level traininF in electronics. Toward this end, we
visited numerous technical and vocational schools and
finally settled on students part of the way through the
second year of a two year electronics technician program at
Wentworth Institute of Technology in Boston, Massachusetts.
These students are likely to be comparable to trainees
two-thirds through an extensive one year program. These
students had been taught basic transistor theory and had had
a fair amount of laboratory experience. Their courses were
not Overly theory oriented but most of the students appeared
to have a good qualitative understanding ! of basic
electronics. They also appeared willing to participate in
our experiments (undoubtedly due in part to the_fact that
they would be paid).

From the subjects responding to our request we randomly
selected seventeen who were split into four groups. Two of
these groups attended twelve hours or training distributed
over four Saturday sessions. One group spent three hours en
each of four successive days. A final group spent eight
hours in a single day. This latter group was studied to see
what would happen if we tried to concentrate all these
activities into a short period.

8



Although the various training activities (and the
sequencing of them) had minor modifications and refinements
between experimental groups, the basic sequence of events
followed the pattern described above. In addition to the
scheduled activities we gave several tests in order to check
their progress and to probe their weaknesses. We also
conducted frequent informal interviews and, at the end of
the training period, we gave an extensive questionnaire and
conducted an hour-long group interview. These interviews
were recorded and transcribed and are, in part, reproduced
in Chpter 5 of this report. We also collected all of their
troubleshooting protocols so we could analyze their
difficulties and progress.

With the fourth (one-day) group we Lpnducted a more
formal study of what they learned. We gave this group a
pretest in basic understanding of power supply
troubleshooting and then two faults to actually
troubleshoot. These tests were administered after they had
finished the instruction booklet and had received an
informal recitation on troubleshooting. Then, after they
.had finished all of the "laboratory" activities they were
given a post-test which included some additional
troubleshooting. The purpose of these c.ests was to examine
the learning differential for this least favorable format --
short and highly concentrated. Further, we measured only
.the effect of the computer-based activities, rather than the
combined effect of lessons plus computer activities. Thus,
the effects we observed were over and above those obtained
by good printed materials.

The remaining cf,ters of this report discuss,in detail
the material and programs designed and implemented for this
study. The last chapter discusses at length the results of
and examples from these formative experiments, hopefully
conveying to the reader many of the insights that we gained
in conducting them. Before we get into these details, we
would like to present a more general view of the issues
involved in the applicability of the SOPHIE system.

Leaming Electronics While Troubleshooting

Although the original purpose of SOPHIE's
computer-based learning environment was to teach
troubleshooting skills, it has a much wider applicability
than first realized. The troubleshooting scenario that
SOPHIE supports also serves as an excellent pedagogical tool
for crystallizing a student's knowledge of electronic
theory.* Theory alone does not constitute a useful knowledge

*or course, a deep understanding of electronics is also
essential to expert-level troubleshooting.

9
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of electronics; it must be., combined with intuition and
practical experience. Indeed, it is the purpose of theory
to unify and organize the vast experience of many people in
a form wh-ich is easier to communicate and make predictions
from. But what of the student who has little experience
prior to learning electronics theory? He will learn many
facts and relationships which will be, at best, an abstract
body of knowledge for him. When such a student begins
working in field situations, he has a great deal of
conceptual relating and reorganizing to do.

The SOPHIE environment has much to offer students who
lack i_lectronic intuition. The troubleshooting interaction
establishes practical situations in terms of which relevant
electronic theory can be explained. Thus, realistic
problems are used to instantiate bits of theory, bringing
the theory into a practical light. Having actual situations
to replace the variables in theoretical relationships closes
the loop, as it were, providing the facts which originally
motivated the thecry, so that a unified understanding
results. __Observations can be understooi in terms of
theoretical relationships and vice versa.

Some concrete examples of this interplay of theory. and
practic-1 experience are in order. Ohm's law is a very
basic r :ationship in electronics, stating that the voltage
across Li resistance is simply the product of the current
through the resistance and the value of the resistance:

where:

E =

E is the voltage
I is the current, and
R is the resistance.

Students learn ohm's law on day one. They are told that it
must always apply in DC circuitS. They work out numerous
problems which rely on the law. They know it well, in a

, theoretical sense. Nonetheless, students working with the
IP-28 power supply are frequently observed to make ,the
following error: They suspect that the current may be too
high through the load resistor, even though they know the
voltage across it is okay (given that the load resistance is
okay). When this error is brought to the student's
attention, the meaning and relevance of ohm's law becomes
immediately clearer.

This is not an isolated instance. Another example
concerns zener diodes. Our students had studied zeners, and
"knew" that a working zener will react to keep the voltage

10



across itself constant. Nonetheless, on seeing 40 volts
across a 36 volt zener, many students miss the fact that the
zener must be faulted. They may even be aware that the
voltage is definitely wrong without suspecting the zener.
Again a similar dialogue between the laboratory instructor
and the student at this point is apt to lead to a more
meaningful understanding of zeners.

The point is simply that theory, to be 'fully
understood, requires practical examples within the studeat's
experience to make it meaningful and useful. One of our
goals is to have the SOPHIE environment provide just this
sort of experience, in a readily absorbable form. The
linkage of theory with experience is the stuff of which
intuition is made. Even if troubleshooting per se were not
a primary goal for electronics students, such experience
proves to be invaluable because of the depth it imparts to
their theoretical knowledge.



Chapter 2

LESSONS

This chapter describes our introductory booklet* which
each student readsbefore starting to use the computer-based
learning environment. The booklet is included in its
entirety in Appendix II of this report. The intent of the
booklet is to establish a common base of electronic
knowledge, to provide general information about regulated
power supplies and to present a good introduction to the
IP-28 regulated power supply.

We used an interesting pedagogical technique to create
this material. We sought an exceptionally clear way to
Explain the functional modules of the IP-28 and their
interactions. The technique we used, in part, is to present
a series of power supply designs, the first a drastically
simplified hypothetical supply. We explain not only how
this simplified version works, but more importantly, what
its shortcomings are: why it is not an aZiequate power
supply. We then propose a refinement to its design,
creating a slightly more complicated hypothetical power
supply. We repeat this process resulting in an evolutionary
sequence of hypothetical circuits which finally converges on
the real IP-28. For each successive version we discuss an
identified shortcoming arid how to compensate for it by
addin7 a new component or module.**

We believe that such evolutionary sequences lead to a

better intuitive understanding of the role f each component
in the real instrument than does the usual sort of
functional description often found in instruction booklets
and technical manuals. Since each functional block
undergoes its own evolution from primitive to realistic, not
only does its intent in the actual circuit become more
easily understood, but also how its purpose is realized.
That is, both its extrinsic and intrinsic descriptions
become understandable.

As an illustrative example of such an evolutionary
sequence, as it is used in our introductory booklet, we
present here the development of the Constant Current Source
module, the functional block in the IP-28 which is perhaps
the hardest to understand. The pedagogical challenge here

*This booklet also exists as programmed instructional
material wherein after each "frame," questions are presented
followed by the correct answers and/or remediation.
"'These lessons are our first attempt to implement such a

tutorial scheme and reflect it only to a limited extent.
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is to find a way to explain this complicated .and unobvious
module so that the student will have an intuitive
understanding of how it works. The complete circuit of the
Constant Current Source is shown below:

=IMMO

Constant Current Source

Figure 1

There are several standard ways of explaining such a
circuit. The circuit's equations can be written and solved,
or a verbal paraphrase of the circuit structure can be
given; at best, an incremental analysis may be presented
which merely shows that current and voltage relationships
are consistent with what the circuit is meant to do.

We think such explanations are rationalizations after
the act of design which don't help establish the kind of
qualitative, intuitive understanding needed by an expert
troubleshooter. We believe a more useful understanding of
the circuit is closely allied to understanding the
designer's intent when he designed the circuit. Our
pedagogical technique, then, is one which describes a
hypothetical design for the circuit and its successive
refinements.

Complex circuits, in their initial conception, often
aren't complex. Usually a simpler initial circuit is
proposed; under scrutiny it is discovered to have a
shortcoming. This limitation is then "debugged" by adding
more components or by changing the circuit's structure.
Just as the circuit "evolves" while the designer
progressively refines his simpler earlier designs, so can
explanations of the circuit proceed in an evolutionary

13
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sequence. First we describe how the initial simple circuit
works, then why it fails and.how a patch was made to rectify
the problem. The role of a component in the final version
of the circuit can then be understood in terms of a sequence
of patches made to an initial (and more easily
understandable) circuit. If the initial circuit is
understood intuitively and if the way each patch achieves
its goal is understood, then the final complex circuit is
easily understood and remembered.

The following excerpts from the introductory lesson
booklet show the last two steps in such an evolutionary
sequence leading to the circuit of Figure 1. The circuit
immediately proceeding the final version is established as a
curren,. source as a consequence of the transistor's inherent
properties:

...Fortunately, there are better ways to make current
sources. In fact, an ordinary transistor biased as a
linear amplifier behaves as a current source for its
collector load resistor. This is true because the
collector current is determined by the transistor's
emitter-base bias, and, within certain limits, nothing
one does to the collector load resistance can change
the collector current.

The reason for this is inherent in the way a
transistor works. You probably recall from elementary
transistor theory that the collector current is *due
almost entirely to carriers which have-been injected
into the base region of a transistor by forward-biasing
its emitter-base junction. These carriers have
polarity which causes them to be "swept" into the
collector circuit by the collector-base bias voltage,
and their flow through the collector is what we call
the collector current. The collector current is thus
controlled only by the biasing of the em1tter-b4*-tf;
junction. This inherent ' Characteristic ,of the
transistor is shown graphically in Figure 2.
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TransiL;tor Characteristic Culves

Figure 2

The explanation continues by delving into transistor

'characteristics in some depth...

Figure 2 shows a family, of collector characteristic
curves for an , ideal ,,transistor, as well as the load
lines for two different:icollector resistors. These
curves are plots of collector current vs. collector
voltage for various values of base current. You'll
notice that beyond a certain minimum value of collector
voltage, the collector current remains constant with
variations of collector voltage for a given value of
base current. Now, in Figure 2, you can see the effect
of changing the resistance of the collector load
resistor. As the resistance increases, the operating
point of the transistor shifts from A to B. Me
current through the resistor thus remains the same
while the voltage across it rises.* Earlier we

*The voltage across the resister is the source voltage Vco
minus the collector-emitter voltage lice.
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explained that this is exactly what a resistance
"experiences" when driven by a current source; so you
can see how a transistor can behave like a -urrent
source.

...and reveals a familiar amplifier circuit as a legitimate
current source (circuit at left below).

,
( DA ) \\

A I

\ ,1

Amplifier as Current Sour6V

Figure

Thus the amplifier shown in Figure 3 will make a good
current source for the IP-28 if instead of driving a
collector load resistor of A-B as shown, it drives the
VL and DA of the regulator.

A shortcoming of the circuit is pointed out...

Unfortunately reality is almost never as neat as
our idealizations .of it, and the circuit in Figure 3
above still falls short of being a perfect current
source. In particular, the collector current does vary
somewhat with the load resistance because the change in
collector-base voltage caused by large variations of
load resistance affects thd emitter-base circuit. This
effect in turn causes changes in emitter current and
consequently in the collector current too.

..and elaborated at some length...

A real transistor therefore generates cuves which
look more like the ones shown in Figure 4 below.
You'll notice that they are not "flat" like those of

1 6
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the "ideal" transistor but tilt upward, showing an
increase in collector current with collector voltage.
A careful look at the operating points A and B on these
curves shows that the current through an associated
load resistor decreases slightly as the resistance is
increased. Because of this, a real transistor
approximates an ideal current sce, but doesn't, as
you see, quite make it.

UrMNTED

1b4

Tb3

1b2

----- 1 :

Vce

iealistic Characteristic Curves

Figure 4

To rectify the shortcoming, an evolutionary development of
the preceding circuit is introduced. Notice below that the
complex two transistor circuit no longer appears as complex
as it did earlier. Now 01 is seen, in a sense, as replacing
Rx in the divider circuit. It is now the component of the
voltage divider which biases 02 whose role remains identical
to the one in the previous design.

To eliminate such "second order" effects, the more
complex current source of the actual IP-28 incorporates
an additional transistor 01 which replaces Rx of the
simpler source. This is depicted in Figure 5.
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Replacing Rx with a transistor

Figure 5

The kind of evolutionary sequence shown above has two
interesting properties. First, the seauence depicts a'

homomorphic chain of successively more complex circuits. By
homomorphic we mean that the more complex circuit can be
collapsed onto the simpler circuit by replacing a collection
of components by a single component (or at least a smaller
collection of components), still preserving the underlying
structure of the more complicated circuit. Not all design
sequences have this property. For instance, the jump from
designing a simple constant current source as a resistor
(see the instruction booklet for this step which precedes
the one we have just illustrated) to designing it as a
current amplifier is not a structure preserving operation.
Nevertheless, for those evolutionary sequence pairs that are
homomorphic, the above description process yields an
especially crisp and insightful explanation of how and why a
circuit works.

A second thing to notice about this sequence is that it
involves just one module in the overall instrument. As is
probably obvious, the pedagogical technique we are
advocating is recursive. It can equally well apply to the
whole instrument as well as to an isolated functional
module.

2 5
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Chapter 3

TROUBLESHOOTING GAME

dagogically interesting use of the SOPHIE
t is to support gaming activities which exercise
troubleshooting skills. The competitive aspect of
vides additional motivation for the students to
eir skills. In this chapter, we shall exemplify

of gaming activities by presenting one such game
the two-team troubleshooting game -- and
its pedagogical motivations. We include

transcripts of two gaming sessions in order to
reader a glimpse at the kind of reasoning that is

oyed by each team. The first transcript is what
typed and saw printed at their terminal. The

ilarly records the computer interaction, but also
a transcript of hat the team members said to each
he process of locEting the fault. The transcript
rbal interactions between team members illustrates
ting protocoi gathering technique for studying the

strucLure of how people reason in
oting.

ription of the Game

wo-team troubleshooting game is played by two
h consisting of two people. Each team has its own
nd can work at its own pace, waiting for its
only when absolutely necessary. The game begins
team (referred to as the "inserting team")

g an arbitrary fault of their selection into the
They must also set the front panel controls to
n external symptom of the fault. The other team
ugging team") must then find the fault by
a sequence of measurements. Each measurement has
ch roughly reflects the degree of difficulty_ in
at measurement in a real instrument. For each
t the debugging team makes, the inserting team
ict the qualitative outcome of the measurement.
g is based on the cost of measurements made by the
team, adjusted by the success of the inserting

predicting the outcome. Thus, it is to the
of he inserting team to choose difficult faults
es so difficult that their consequences can't be

The debugging team, of course, does its best to
e fault with the. least expensive se!luence of
ts. After each fault, the teams reverse roles,
,econd team inserting a fault for the first team to
,ot .
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Pedavcvical Motivation

.4c, designed this game with two instructional
mind. First, we wanted a self-motivating act:
promoted oost-effective troubleshooting. Second,
an activity which required the student to e]
causal and teleological understanding of the devi(
well at this game,requires both types of skills.

Basing the score on the total cost incurr(
debugging team encourages them to minimize th(
measurements they perform. Since the cost of any
type of measurement can be changed, the scorinE
can even be used to control the method of trout
encouraged by the game. At present, the
measurements are assigned to stress careful obser
external behavior of the faulted instrument,
troubleshooting strategy. The second goal
requiring the inserting team to qualitatively T
effects of their fault. Since the inserttnE
required to set up the front panel controls to
symptom, just selecting a fault requires underst
the purposes and interactions of the functional
the circuit. This understanding is further testec
they are queried about a quantity measured by thE
team. The overall effect of-the game is rthat ,eact-
probe its understanding, no matter which side c
they are currently playinF! If they are trying to
fault, then they must choose each measurement tc
as much as possible. If they are choosing the fa
must consider the set of measurements their oppon
make in the light of their ability to predict the

The use of two person teams, instead of i

playing against each other, turns out to be
important. Teams are more adventuresome, more w
exercise their understanding to its limits.
choosing a fault, the team members would argue
possible ramifications of the proposed fau
requiring substantial pooling of their information
as debugging each other's misconceptions. Like
two person team troubleshooting and having to agre
next best measurement to make, there would b
discussion of what could be deduced from each
measurement and why.

An interesting by-product of usinr two person
that it provides a beautifully simple way to get
on the reasoning patterns and knowledge
individuals. We have often tried to collect pr
students troubleshooting in order to analyze
particular person was reasoning. However, asking
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to vert-Ilize why he is making certain measurements produces,
at best, an introspective and somewhat self-conscious
interpretation of what he is really thinking, providiug us
with less than satisfactory information. However, the.kinds
of discussions or arguments that unfold between the team
members provide us with surprisingly detailed information
about how they are reasoning.* And it all happens very
naturally! Later in this chapter, we provide a complete
annotated transcript which illustrates the kinds of
information generated by this interchange.

Rules for the Two Team Troubleshooting Game

The following section presents the rules governing both
the inserting- and the debugging-ms and describes the
scoring alForithm.

Inserting Team

The inserting team must fault the instrument and set
the front panel controls subject to the following
constraints:
1. The inserted fault must not propagate (cause other

components to blow out) under the settings used. If a
propagation occurs, the inserting team loses 10 points
and must insert a fault again.

2. The inserted fault, under the setting selected, must show
an external symptom. If it does not, the inserting team
loses 10 points and must try again.

3. The inserting team must predict qualitatively, with
respect to a working instrument, whether measurements
taken by the opposing team are high, low, or okay.

Debugging Team

The debugging team, given the instrument faulted by the
inserting team, must perform measurements on the instrument
to determine what is wrong. Measurements have the following
costs:

a) An external voltage or current measurement costs 1.
b) An internal voltage measurement costs 2.
c) An internal current measurement costs 4.
d) An internal resistance or power dissipation

measurement costs 6.

*Such an analysis is useful in order to achieve a more
structural means of evaluating how much a subject had
learned or evaluating how well he was actually performing.
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When the debugging team believes they have isolated the
faulted component, they attempt to replace it. If they are
wrong, their cost is increased by 10 points.

Scoring

The object of the game is to get as many points as
possible. However, only the team that inserts the fault
obtains any points. (Remember roles are switched at the end
of each session!) The inserting team's score is:

S = C (R/N) - P

where:

C is the cost accumulated by the debugging team,

R is the number of right predictions made by the
inserting team,

N is the total number of predictions requested of the
inserting team, and

P is the penalty score for insertion errors (see
above).

Gaming Scenarios

In order to provide an interactive understanding of how
this game is structured and how it appears to the user, we
have included an annotated game protocol. This protocol was
generated troubleshooting the IP-28 power supply whose
schematic and description are contained in Appendix A. Some
readers might prefer to skip this rather lengthy protocol
and proceed to the following section which provides an
annotated, typed transcript of the dialogue that transpired
between two team members playing a game. This second
transcript contains an excellent example of the Skills being
exercised in the game.

2 9
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PROTOCOL OF TWO TEAMS ENGAGED IN A GAMING SCENARIO

INSERTING TEAM'S PROTOCOL

MENU CHOICE: GAME
IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A CONNECTION BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR OPPONENT, IT
IS NECESSARY FOR ONE OF YOU TO INITIATE A SIGNAL AND THE OTHER TO WAIT
FOR IT. DO YOU WANT TO INITIATE? (YOU MUST KNOW.YOUR. OPPONENT'S JOB
NUMBER.)
> YES
WHAT IS YOUR OPPONENT'S JOB NUMBER?
> /
JOB 7 IS READY.
DO YOU WANT TO INSERT THE FIRST FAULT?
> YES
HOW DO YOU WANT ME TO FAULT THE INSTRUMENT FOR YOUR OPPONENT?
>> LET R22 HAVE THE WRONG VALUE.
IS IT OKAY IF I USE 25.FOR THE VALUE OF R22 ?
> NO
WHAT VALUE SHOULD I USE?
> 8
NOW THE VALUE OF R22 IS 8

The inserting team is allowed to fault any part in the instrument
and can increase their score by choosing a fault which is
difficult to find. However, they are expected to be able to
predict the consequences of his fault in two ways. First, they
must set up the instrument controls so that the instrument is
malfunctioning. It is to their advantage to choose settings
which make their fault look like lots of other faults. This
encourages them to do careful analysis of the effects of the
controls. Second, each time the debugging team makes a
measurement, the inserting team will be asked to predict the
results of that measurement. This forces them to do analysis on
how their fault interacts with all of the functional blocks in
the circuit.

PLEASE GIVE ME SOME CONTROL SETTINGS WHICH CAUSE YOUR FAULT
TO EXHIBIT SOME EXTERNAL SYMPTOM.
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT CONTROL BE?-
> 1.0
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
WHAT SHOULD THE LOAD BE?
> 2000
WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE CONTROL BE?
> ,8
WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
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THOSE SETTINGS DON'T SHOW A SYMPTOM.
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 24.3 VOLTS WHICH IS CORRECT
BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 24.3 VOLTS.
YOU GET DOCKED 10 POINTS!
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY A DIFFERPNT FAULT?
> NO

The first settings the inserting team picked didn't show a
symptom. They are penalized because the debugging team knows
this fact before they even begin troubleshooting. In
addition, they are docked 10 points.

PLEASE GIVE ME SOME CONTROL SETTINGS WHICH WOULD CAUSE YOUR FAULT
TO EXHIBIT SOME EXTERNAL SYMPTOM.
WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT CONTROL BE?
> .94

WHAT SHOULD THE CURRENT RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH
WHAT SHOULD THE LOAD BE?
>

WHAT SHOULD THE VOLTAGE CONTROL BE?
> 1.0
WHA-r SHOULD THE VOLTAGE RANGE SWITCH BE?
> HIGH

-THOSE DO SHOW A SYMPTOM.
YOUR OPPONENT IS NOW FINDING THE FAULT.

For each measurement the debugging team makes, the inserting team
is asked to predict the result. This querying of the inserting
team is shown between the long line of dashes and the short one.
Then the inserting team is shown what transpired at the,debugging
team's terminal.

DO YOU THINK THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS HIGH, LOW 'OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> LOW
THATrS RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 1 OUT OF 1

>> WHAT IS THE OUTPUT?
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.86 VOLTS.

>> IS THAT CORRECT?
THAT VALUE IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 2.93 VOLTS.

THE CURRENT CONTROL IS NOW 1.0.
DO YOU THINK THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
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> LOW
THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 2 OUT OF 2

>> WHAT IS THE OUTPUT WHEN THE CC IS 1?
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.83 VOLTS.

THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS HIGH. LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> RIGHT
NO.

THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 MILLIVOLTS.
WHICH IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS .532 VOLTS.
YOUR SCOhE SO FAR IS 2 OUT OF 3

>> WHAT IS THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5?
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 MILLIVOLTS.

YOUR OPPONENT THOUGHT THERE WAS SOMETHING WRONG WITH Q5
WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE AN UNREASONABLE HYPOTHESIS

>> COULD Q5 BE SHORTED?
,NO

In the futut'e versions, the inserting team may be queried as to
whether or not the debugging team's hypothesis was correct.

IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7A IS HIGH. LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> RIGHT
THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 3 OUT OF 4

>> WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE VOLTAGE CONTROL?
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7A IS 28.9 VOLTS.

DO YOU THINK THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> RIGHT
THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 4 OUT OF 5

>> WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2?
TH1rCOLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2 IS -.59 MILLIAMPS.

DO YOU THINK THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q3 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT
RIGHT?

> RIGHT
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THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 5 OUT OF 6

>> WHAT IS THE VBE OF Q3?
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q3 IS .48 VOLTS.

YOUR OPPONENT TRIED TO REPLACE Q3

>> REPLACE Q3
Q3 NOT REPLACED.

Here again the inserting team may be queried as to whether or no
it was reasonable to replace Q3.

DO YOU THINK THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS HIGH, LOW OR ABOUT RIGHT?
> HIGH
THAT'S RIGHT
YOUR SCORE SO FAR IS 6 OUT OF 7

>> IS THE CURRENT THRU R22 CORRECT?
THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 60 MILLIAMPS.
WHICH IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 1.8 MILLIAMPS.

>> REPLACE R22
R22 REPLACED

The debugging team found the fault in a total cost of 40. Tho
inserting team is Riven a percentage of this score depending ol

how well they pre-dicted the consequences of their fault.

YOUR OPPONENT FOUND THE FAULT. HIS ACCUMULATED SCORE WAS 4
YOU KNEW 6 OF 7 THE MEASUREMENTS YOUR OPPONENT MADE SO YOU GET
34.3 POINTS.

NOW IT'S YOUR OPPONENT'S TURN TO CHOOSE THE FAULT.



DEBUGGING TEAM'S PROTOCOL

MENU CHOICE: GAME
DO YOU WANT TO INITIATE?
> NO
YOUR OPPONENT IS JOB 32
YOUR OPPONENT IS 'FIXING' THE INSTRUMENT.

The debugging team waits for their opponent to fault the
instrument and set its controls so that it is exhibiting a
symptom.

HE HAS CHOSEN A FAULT AND IS SETTING UP THE INSTRUMENT CONTROLS.
HE HAS SET UP THE INSTRUMENT AS FOLLOWS:
CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=2000, VC=.8, VR=HIGH
BUT THOSE SETTINGS DON'T EXHIBIT A SYMPTOM SO HE IS TRYING
TO PICK A DIFFERENT SET.

The settings which the inserting team picked didn't show a
symptom so they have to find some others that do. The debugging
team now has the advantage of knowing some settings which don't
show a symptom without being charged for it.

HE HAS SET UP THE INSTRUMENT AS FOLLOWS:
CC=.94, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH
YOU MAY BEGIN TROUBLE SHOOTING.

>>WHAT IS THE OUTPUT
THE OUTPUT VOLTApE IS 1.86 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 1

The debugging team now troubleshoots the instrument with a cost
being assigned to each of their measurements. External
measurements are cheap.

>>IS THAT CORRECT
THAT VALUE IS INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 2.93 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 3

The debugging team can use a working circuit to make reference
measurements but they are charged for it.

>>WHAT IS THE OV WHEN THE CC IS 1?
WITH THE CURRENT CONTROL NOW SET TO 1

THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 1.83 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 4

>>WHAT IS THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF 0
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q5 IS -.28 MILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 6
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Internal measurements are more expensive than external ones.

>>COULD gI5 BE SHORTED?
SHOULD Q5 HAVE FAULT MODE EB/EC/BC = SH/SH/SH?
> NO
WHICH TERMINAL SHOULD BE MODELLED OPEN?
> COLLECTOR
OK, I'LL USE EB/EC/BC = SH/OP/OP
WHEN THE SETTINGS WERE:

CC=1, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH,
THAT FAULT DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING SYMPTOM.
YOU OBSERVED THAT THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE WAS 1.83 VOLTS.
IF Q5 HAD FAULT MODE EB/EC/BC = SH/OP/OP IT WOULD BE 30 VOLTS.
IN A WORKING CIRCUIT IT IS 29.8 VOLTS.
SHALL I CONTINUE COMMENTING ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS?
> NO

At present hypothesis checking is free to encourage the student
to present his ideas to SOPHIE for evaluation. In future
ersions, the student may rewarded for giving correct hypotheses,

d0d charged for incorrect ones.

>>WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE VOLTAGE CONTROL
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS R7A IS 28.9 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 8

>>WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF ar
THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q2 IS -.61 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 12

Internal current measurements are expensive.

>>WHAT IS THE VBE OF
THE BASE EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q3 IS .49 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 14

>>REPLACE 0
I AM -00ING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW Q3 IS FAULTED.

ARE ANYt JUNCTIONS SHORTED?
> NO
ARE ANY1 TERMINALS.OPEN?
> YES
WHICH TERMINALS ARE OPEN?
> EMITTER
ANY OTHERS?
> NO
THAT'S NOT ACTUALLY WHAT'S WRONG. LET'S SEE IF IT WAS REASONABLE.

UNDER THE SETTINGS:
CC=1, CR=HIGH, LOAD=30, VC=1.0,VR=HIGH
THE FAULT WHICH YOU PROPOSED WILL PROPAGATE.
LIKELY FAULTS WHICH MIGHT OCCUR ARE:
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R22 OPEN

WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO COMMENT ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS AS IF NO OTHER PARTS
HAD BLOWN?
> YES

THAT FAULT AGREES WITH ALL OF THE MEASUREMENTS THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN
UNDER THE PRESENT SETTINGS.
SHALL I CONTINUE COMMENTING ON YOUR HYPOTHESIS?
> NO
Q3 NOT REPLACED.
ACCUMULATED COST = 24

>>IS THE CURRENT THRU R22 CORRECT?
THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 61 MILLIAMPS WHICH IS INCORRECT
BECAUSE IN A WORKING CIRCUIT THE CURRENT THRU R22 IS 1.8 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 30

For this question the team is charged for both the internal
current measurement and the reference measurement.

>>REPLACE R22
IS R22 OPEN OR SHORTED OR DOES IT HAVE THE WRONG VALUE?
> ITS VALUE IS WRONG
IS THE VALUE TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW?
> LOW
R22 REPLACED.
ACCUMULATED COST = 40

The debugging team finds the fault, is told the inserting team's
score and is given a chance to insert a fault of their own.

YOUR TOTAL COST WAS 40
YOUR OPPONENT KNEW WHAT 6 OUT OF 7 OF YOUR MEASUREMENTS WOULD BE
SO HE GETS 34.3 POINTS.
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN TO INSERT A FAULT.
HOW DO YOU WANT ME TO FAULT THE INSTRUMENT FOR YOUR OPPONENT?
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Transcript

Most of the experiments we conducted around the gaming
activity were focussed on investigating how best to
structure the rules for the game, what its pedagogical
benefits were, and how students reacted to it. Therefore,
we decided to tape record some of the games.* We have
included below a complete annotated transcript of one of
these sessiOns -- one which we think accurately portrays the
kinds of involvement typical of all of these sessions.

*Since these transcripts had to be synchronized with what
was being typed on the computer terminal, we developed a
simple technique to record the dialogues and provide
automatic synchronization. We used a 4-channel high quality
tape recorder. Two channels were used to record team
conversations, via microphones placed in the separate work
rooms. The remaining two channels recorded the acoustic
coupler signals which produced the terminal interactions,
thus preserving the exact sequence of events. Because of
this recording technique, we can accurately reproduce the
entire session, displaying the tenminal interacti n via
acoustic coupler on a terminal while playing the recorded
conversations through audio speakers.
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SAME TRANSCRIPT AND PROTOCOL (GROUP C)

HE HAS SET UP THE INSTRUMENT AS FOLLOWS:
CC .8

CR HIGH
unp 10
vc .8

VR HIGH

YOU MAY BEGIfl TROUBLESHOOTING

J: We are on [VR] high, [CR] high. [VC] .8. [CC]
.8 and the load is 10 ohms.

S: Everything is on high, everything else is low.

J: OK. that means we'v,s got to be in cdrrent
limiting. Because weye got 30 volts, maybe like
25 volts out.and a 10{ ohmiload. so we will be in
current limiting.

S: OK, we have 10 ohms in the [inaudible] ask for
OV. [pause] OK now why do you say that this thing
is in current limiting now?

J: You got a 10 ohm load and about 25 volts out.

>>WHAT IS THE OV?
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 6.1 MILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 1

S: OK, %he output is 6.1 millivolts. We ought to
check to see what the output is of the reference
voltage.

.>>WHAT IS THE V ACROSS C2?
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS C2 IS 28.9 VOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 3

J: Ok. Now we want... This thing is in current
limiting. OK, yes. bec.ause everything is high and
the voltage is so low. It's costing us money now.
The voltage across C2 is 28.9 volts. It's good!

3 9
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SOPHIE prints settings which
opponent has chosen.

After getting 'burned' a
few times, students are now
very careful to note how the
instrument is set up. This
tells them how it should
behave.

A simple use of ohms law
tells them that a working
IP-28 would be in current
limiting mode.

Student is Ltnting a hypothe-
sis imp:icitly:.tho reference
module could be faulted.

Minimizing cost is strongly
motivated by the game compe-
tition. They're excited and

involved.



It's good! You know it. [pause]

-S: OK. We ought to check, just to isOldte things.
we ought to... it might be worthwhile to check
out the output current [of the Constant Current
Source]. If this output current...

: I was thinking of checking the voltage [at N4].
It's cheaper.

S: We know this is a constant current source. We
know what the current has to be. but we don't know
where it's going... We don't know what the
vortage is, though.

J: We could tell if it is very low.

S: How can you tell?

J: It is supposed to be 23 volts. I think.
Something like that. 24 volts.

3: The thing varies. On some loads it's 30.6
volts and on some loads it's 23 volts. Like for
in:stance. they had this thing set at .8...

J: The thing is. Steve. I don't want to use
current measurements until'the very end! Current
measurPments cost money. You make current
measurements when you're sure you have found the
section at fault.

3: If we make this current measurement here
[output current of CCS]. it's going to tell us if
this voltage measurement here [at N1] is OK or
not. Up here at the output of the DCS. You see
my point? That way we are making a voltage
measurement and a current measurement. A current
measurement is telling us if this thing here is OK
here [voltage at NI].

J: OK. Go head, but it's going to cost money.

S: But. OK. let's say that this [voltage at N4] is
at 15 volts. You might argue that that's high and
I might argue that's low.

J: OK, let's do the current measurement.

S: We know it has to be .6 [milliamps].

J: 1Q2.
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DiScussion ofalternative
measurements - cost vs. benefit.

Students debugging each
other's models of the circuit'.

"Peer teaching" helps both
pareies.

This shows how the differential
(and realistic) costs of
measurements impact thinking.

Here is an inference step
which the student has invented
- the Expert Debugger does
not use it:

Student points out tiat
measurements fbr which you
have no norm are of little
value.

So the more usefid, though more
costly measurement is made.
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We cl' take'V (of 06] and V [of
nich on, is drawing all the current.
the output voltage should be on
1. we can't tell dammit.

low that it shouldn't be 6.1

about the output voltage?

'tit here.

it can't be 6.1 millivolts because
43ut or Vref] is 28.9 volts. The
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should be the same.
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take it. what's that going to

Jle voltage measurement across Q6.
if Q6 is conducting very heavily.
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iat it is conducting heavily.
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here aren't you assuming that this
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Using Kirchoff's law: the
current must be going
somewhere.

This teleological statement
is wrong, missing two caveats:
There is an offset and even
so, the relation is only

. when not current limiting
as it is here. This error
doesn't hurt them this
time...

An Excellent example of a
"rational" or "non-rote"
approach to troubleshooting.

Again, a caveat is unstated.

Teleological knowledge based
on Kirchoff's taw (above).



it's 50 volts right here [at Ni].

J: Yes, that is reasonable.

S: OK. you want to check the voltage at N5 and see
if the Darlington pair is dropping all the
voltage?

J: Definitely, definitely. No doubt in my mind.at
all. I don't even think that it's worth
measuring.

S: It isn't worth measuring?

J: Nope. It has to be. Steve.

S: What?

J: It has to be dropping all the voltage. One of
these two paths has taken the current away.

S: What happens like for instance if this thing is
dropping no. voltage and what it is is that this
resistor right here [R16] is open? What happens
then? By your logic it is going to be giving us
the same indication there.

J: OK. If that's true, then there'd be no bias.
Oh, yes. There would be bias. OK, you want to
measure that. Let's measure it, what the hell.
We only got 7 [points] here. [inaudible]

WI AT NS
THE VOLTAGE AT N5 IS 6.0 MILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 9.

J: Ok so. it isn't being dropped across there.

S: So we don't even have to bother to look over in
this area then. VCE 06.

J: OK, all the voltage is being dropped [across]
the Darlington pair there. OK. Why don't we just
write down exactly just what could cause these
_symptoms. OK, the first thing is that DA is open.

S: DA?

J: DA. Darlington, you know the block DA. DA is
open.
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Avoiding a useless measurement.

Interesting team interaction.

Alternate hypothesis which
explains observed symptoms.

Alternate hypothesis is
eliminated by a single measure-
ment.

New plan: Enumerate remaining

possibilities (per the EXpert:).

Hypothesis I



S: Q6 conducting heavily. Q5 conducting heavily.

J: Well, if you had Q6 conducting heavily. I would
think that that can't be the situation because you
would probably have .6 milliamps times 10 ohms
which will give us about 6.1 millivolts.

S: Times 10 ohms?

J: Yeah. I mean that would, hey wow!! That's a
real good bet. Because look at this:

S: .6 milliamps times 10 ohms gives you 6.2
millivolts. You're right, you're right. There
might be a direct short right there. Or right
there, that would be it. V Q6.

J: OK. This could be the baby!

S: Yeah. V Q6. V Q6.

>>VCE Q6
THE COLLECTOR EMITTER VOLTAGE OF Q6 IS .13
MILLIVOLTS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 11.

J: Well, baby! That looks like .13 millivolts. I

mean that thing isn't even shorted out. I mean
that thing isn't saturated because saturated would
give us .4 volts,

S: Right.

J: The thing is shorted out.
problem. baby!

We have got the

S: That's right, it would have to be at least 6
volts, wouldn't there? Replace Q6. I'm game.

J: I'm game too. but OK now...

S: Let's take one more thing. That won't prove
anything, will it?

J: I mean we have already... I mean it is
physically impossible for that transistor to be
operating correctly and to have that voltage
across it.

S: Well, the other possibility is that the voltape
just isn't available in the first place. OK?

4 2
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Hypothesis II

.Hypothesis III

Discussion of Hypothesis II.

An exciting thing has
h4ppened: The students have
!(.;overed a fact of which we
were unaware, despite inti-
mate familiarity with the
instrument! For this and
similar faults, the only
current arriving at the
output is coming from the
constant current source!
Students have good reason
to be excited.

It must be Hypothesis II.

Student overstates meaning
of last measurement,

And in corrected by hin
partner; 2 good point.



J: Oh. I see what you mean. But it is
available...

S: If there was a short right here.

J: No it is available. Ok. we know here that
(there's no ground here, is it?) there is a wire
runn:ing:-Aown like this. If you had a short here.
Stev;e. there wouldn't be any voltage available
here.

S: But don't forget that at this point here lat
output) we have 6.1 millivolts.

J: Where is 6.1 millivolts?

S: See. 6.1 millivolts. See' you have 6.2
millivolts here (at outputj and it drops about .1
millivolts through there (063.

J: OK. so it's 6.1 millivolts there and if this
was shorted right here we could still do that. We
could ask for IC 06. Just to be safe. I would
rather take the four extra points than to replace
the wrong comoonent.

S: OK. I see what you mean. OK. now I Q6. You
say that it could be shorted. Let's just say that
it is shorted right to ground. You are going to
have a ground potential at this point...

J: You would have the same thing, like a real low
voltage, just the lead resistance of the same
thing, like this .13 millivolts.

S: OK, let's say that it could be like 5.9
millivolts and the difference between the two
could be ,13 millivolts. I see what you mean.
It's definitely a point there. But now if we were
to check I 06.

J: And found that to be .6 milliamps, we got it.

S: I would rather do that than to replace it.
[inaudible)

J: You're right. I 06.

>>IC Q6
THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF 06 IS .6 MILLIAMPS.
ACCUMULATED COST = 15.
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An attack of caution.

Diocuae what meaeurement
would make them abeolutely
eure.

They perform the confirming
measurement,



S: Oh. we should have replaced it! Replace Q6, yvalize their over-
?autlon.

>>REPLACE Q6
I AM ',;oING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW 06
IS FAULTED.

Z: It's aoina to ask 30Me 011estions.

IF Ar AA? IlmE YI:JU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE MORE
MEASUREMENT:1. SIMPLY TY?E. CONTROL-E.
ARE ANy JUNCTIJNS SHORTED?
>YE:.;

WHICH 1NES?
/EMITTER ru cuLLECTjR.
ANY 0THERS SHORTED":
>NO
THE CoMPLETE FAULT MOVE WAS THAI' Q6 HAD ITS
EMITTFR CuLLECFOR JUNCTION SHORTED AND IFS BASE
OPEN.
Q6 REPLACED.
ACCUi]ULATED COST =
WAITIN6 r'Om WOHD eRw/ OTHER PLAYER.

J: It doesn't ratter. It won't hurt our score.
)K. But we know thls thinv only accepts it. Base
open. Wow that was cheap. We did wood. man. we
dil rood.

:.7011ITE aaks for detailed
fault mode.

They had the exact fault
mode. (30IWIE would have
allowed them to be wrong
about the base.)

`d baby. WP ire voopod! [repeated several A little glvating is in order.timeH

J: We should have had 15.

.5: I think it was worth the ] points.

J: I think so to. actually. because there was a
possibility that it could have been 05 short.
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Technical Details

Eefore discussing some of th'e implementation details of
the two-team troubleshooting game, it is worth noting that
much of the pedagogical leverage of this game stems from
SOPHIE's use of a general purpose circuit simulator. Unlike
many training "simulators" which faithfully simulate the
outer appearance of a device but which rely on only a finite
set of tables to "simulate" its internal behavior, SOPHIE
has, in effect, an infinite set of tables, any one of which
it can generate on the fly. This means that SOPHIE is not
limited to handling only a pre-determined set of faults or
measurement ports. This flexibility is crucial in the game,
for without it each team would be restricted to
pre-determined faults. (Troubleshooting would then become
more like that of finding out which of .a (small)
predetermined set of possibilities is in fact the selected
fault.) Furthermore, the challenge of dreaming up unusual
and potentially pathological faults would be all but
eliminated, resulting in a much less challenging gaming
environment.

During a game, one team is debugging the instrument and
the other team is being quizzed about the 'debugger's
measurements. To implement this within the SOPHIE
environment required only the following changes: the normal
SOPHIE executive routine was rewritten so that, when playing
a game, it sends the semantic forms of all the debugging
team's statements to the inserting team's version of SOPHIE.
The inserting team uses a new executive which reads a
semantic form from the communication file, quizzes the
inserting team about it (if necessary) and executes it in
the inserting team's system so that they are aware of the
debuggers' context. In addition, the _gaming situations
require routines to keep track of both teams' scores, to ask
for a fault and settings and determine if they exhibit
symptoms, and to switch roles at the end of the game.

The communication link between two teams in a gaming
scenario is established via files. Each team has its own
copy of SOPHIE (running as its own process), so that each
team works at its own pace and only has to wait for the
opponents when absolutely necessary. The situation is shown
in Figure 1.

4,5
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Chapter 4

EXPERT DEBUGGING INTERACTION

The expert debugging interaction was designed to
complement SOPHIE lab activity. It had been our experience
that beginning SOPHIE users needed a lot of prompting in
order to make good use of the full range of lab facilities.
We sought an activity which would provide a gradual path
towards full use of the SOPHIE.lab, and which would explain
debugging strategy to students.

To this end, the Expert Debugger was implemented. The
Expert is a program which is,abl to diagnose faults in the
IP-28 power supply at a function-block level. More
significantly, it is able to explain its logic, its
hypotheses, and its conclusions as the debugging proceeds.
To the student user, it appears as an experienced,
thoughtful and articulate expert. The interaction is made
more engaging by having the student predict, in a

qualitative way, how the faulted instrument behaves.

This chapter discusses the expert debugging interaction
in terms of its educational motivations and impact, and
debugging strategy. It also-provides a detailed description
of the interaction and an annotated sample run.

Educational Rationale

There are several pedagogical reasons for conducting
the Expert Debugging Dialog. First, the Expert views the
instrument at a high level -- in terms of distinct boxes
which interact in known ways. In other words, the Expert
has high-level teleological model of how the IP-28 works.
Without having to make measurements within functional
blocks, the Expert is able to determine which block contains
the fault. Whereas this fupctional approach is only one of
many possible debugging methods, it encompasses much of the
teleology of the instrument, and is methodical and
explicable. lhe student who develops a personal debugging
strategy which proceeds from external symptoms, through
meaningful internal blocks, down to the component level will
have ah apprr.;.,7h which will work for most of the faults in
the instr,:mcn*.

A second reason for doing the expert debugging
Interaction is that it provides practice making predictions
of the consequences of faults. The ability to make such
predictions is valuable indeed, because it allows one to
evaluate one's own hypotheses of faults in the instrument.
For instance, if I suspect that the current limiter is
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always conducting, I must be able to predict theconsequences of this fault to see whether they match the
symptoms which I observe in the actual instrument. Then,
even if I don't know which faults ar'e the most likely, I
will be able to use existing symptoms to check out a variety
of possibilities in my head. One goal of the Expert
interaction is thus to help studentsf- become better at
proposing and checking their own hypotheses.

A final pedagogical motivation for using the Expert is
as a gentle introduction to the SOPHIE lab. When the
student makes an erroneous prediction, the program shows him
a SOPHIE interaction_ which discovers the correct answer.
Thus, a beginning student is exposed to a variety of
questions which he might use later in the SOPHIE lab
interaction. He is shown how questions as.he might conceive
them can be translated into measurements in the instrument.
When isolating the actual component fault within the faulted
block, the student has a well-defined and relatively easy
task to perform in the SOPHIE lab, compared to debugging the
whole instrument.

Evolving Models

One way of viewing the process of learning how to debug
an instrument is in terms of moving from static to dynamic
models. A student pay start out with an understanding cf
the power supply which could be summarized by a, simple
statement of intent: "The supply puts out a fixed voltage."
This model contains no variables, and is thus essentially
static. A more refined model contains provision for one
contingency: "The supply puts out a fixed voltage, unless
its current limit is exceeded, in which case it puts ,Out
less." The model develops to encompass internal parts and
more interactions. "The power supply puts out a voltage
equal to the reference voltage, unless..." And so on. More
and more variables are added as the understanding of the
power supply improves.

MechaniSms are required for pointing out to students
ways,. in which their developing models do not match the
real7wOrld situation. Conflicts of model with fact are the
raw material of which better models are made. The expert
iehugging interaction provides many small opportunities of
this sort for students to improve their understanding.
Evr:ry time a student makes a wrong prediction, he has an
opportunity to go through a "What? That can't be! Aha!"
cycle which improves the accuracy of his world view. Other
opportunities also arise in the SOPHIE environment -- in the
lesson material, debugging activities, two-team games, and
o on. Nonetheless, the Expert scenarios are particularly
rinh in this respect.

4 1
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In order for such conflicts to be used, however, they
must be perceived by the student. This is one reason why we
chose to alternate Lab and Expert activities. Either alone,
while. useful, is less effective than the combination. This
is because troubleshooting provides not just motivation but'
a set of experiences with unexplained elements. When
similar situations arise for the Expert, the explanation is
at once more concrete and digestible. Conversely, things
which concern the Expert -- reasons for inferences, paveats,
and the like -- which may well not b'tssimilated on first
reading, may make sense later in a debugging problem which
can be solved by appeal to them.

Expert Debugging Strategies

The debugging tree used to implement the Expert is only
one of many which might have been employed. Its important
characteristics are that it operates at a function-block
level, relies on only qualitative measurements, contains
multiple strategies, and makes only measurements which are
teleologically significant. These qualities will be taken
up below, each in turn.

There are several reasons for operating at a
function-block level. Doing so promotes a basic analytic
approadh to the instrument: without some decomposition, it
would be very hard to understand. Nonetheless, most
inexperienced troubleshooters tend to jump in cold, testing
at a very local level. In a circuit of even moderate
complexity, such an approach will more often than not lead
to wasted time and components and may never locate the
fault. Thus, a higher level approach is desirable -- one
which takes into consideration the intent of collections of
components and which establishes expectations to compare
with measurements. A block-wise model of the instrument is
a convenient mental shorthand for grouping collections of
components so that behaVioral predictions are easier.

The debugging strategies used rely only upon
qualitative measurements. Therefore, the student onW needs
to make qualitative predictions about the functioning of his
faulted instrument. Although such an approaah-milj not
isolate faults in all situations in all instruments, it is
useful for many. The sort of causal reasoning promoted by
this qualitative approach flexes the students' 'logical
muscles. Chains of the sort "Well, this is too high, so
this must be too high, and this, therefore, too low..." or
"If this Foes down, then that must go up..." are important

. tool. Such chains may need to extend through several steps
in circuits which employ feedback or multiple stages.
Additionally, qualitative measures fit in well with the
level of explanation we deemed appropriate for the Expert to
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make. We did not want to present many arguments whichdepended on the actual values of measurements in the
circuit, because we felt that to do so would be unrealistic
in situations where the instrument to be repaired is new to
the troubleshooter. Extensive experience with a particular
instrument may in fact yield rules like "If the output
voltage is between 33 and 35 volts, replace D5." Such rules,
while perhaps valid for repair of faThilia'r equipment by
average troubiehuLf-r, do not teach much-ata conceptual
level. They do not generalize easily to other situations.

Our Expert is not committed to any single strategy, but
rather, has several. For example, if the output voltage is
high under light load, the Expert will adopt one of two
alternate top-level strategies:

A. Extract as much information as possible from
observations of the instrument under different settings
and load, begore proceeding to internal measurements,
if necessary':

B. Make measurements which reflect on the workings of the
voltage limiter and voltage reference, since these are
two modules which could give rise to a high output
voltage.

Both approaches have validity. By including both, we expose
a student debugger to alternative ways of approaching the
problem. One or the other may not make sense to him or may
not suit him for some reason. Thus he has a choice of which
to adopt for )is own use and is stimulated to develop
methods with which he is comfortable. At the same time, he
is exposed to logic which may make sense to him at a later
date. And, he witnesses an expert that is flexible eisough
to use various strategies at different 'times.

Finally, and most importantly, our strategies were
developed to have measurements which were teleologically
significant. This means that each measurement is based in
some function-related differentiation of blocks within the
instrument. Although there are in principle arbitrarily
many possible sequences of measurements (decision trees),
what -is essential is that we have ruled -out tests which
cannot be justified clearly in terms of function-block
interactions within the instrument.

Hypothesis-pace Splitting

There is, nonetheless, a general sort of strategy which
the Expert employs -- that of hypothesis-space splitting.
Simply stated, this just weans that each measurement is
intended to reduce the range of possible faults which would
explain the symptoms observed so far. This idea may not
.,eem particularly profound, and it is not. The, significant
point is that the Expert carries along several competing
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hypotheses simultaneously. Instead of proposing a single
fault and.,Rerforming a test to shed light on it, the Expert
consistently mentions several possibilities which a given
test is to help sort out. This is the method of strong
inference, as it is called in science, and is much more
powerful than attemptil to prove or disprove a single
hypothesis at a time. Students adopting such a strategy are
apt to be significantly better troubleshooter.; than those
who don't. This method is the reason that the Expert is
able to li J ie o ratIlt in three OP rour tests.

The Expert also evidences a certain degree of planning
once a local strategy has been selected. For example, it is
desirable to check out the Current limiter in the power
supply before applying a heavy load. Failure to do so may
result in additional components failing before the primary
failure is diagnosed. Such considerations argue for extra
tests or for performing a given set of tests in a particular
order, other things being equal.

Detailed Description of the Interaction

The interaction is actually a trialog. In addition to
the student and the Expert, there is a third party called
the Demon. The Demon program is responsible for inserting
faults to the student's specifications and verifying the
student's predictions.

The interaction proceeds as follows: The Expert first
explains how the lesson is to proceed -- the Expert is going
to try to isolate a faulted functional block selected by the
student. Since the student will know what is wrong with the
instrument (at a block level), he will be asked to predict
qualitatively the results of measurements which the Expert
wants to make.

Next, the Demon speaks, asking which block is to be

faulted. The student may select any of the seven functional
blocks in the IP-28. Depending on which block is selected,
the Demon may ask for more specific information about how to
fault the block. Except in the case of the output filter
(OPF), which has only two components, the student will know
only the external behavior of the faulted block, not the
actual component fault. Thus, his predictions will be based
on a qualitative statement of how the faulted block behaves.
The Demon only selects faults which have clear qualitative
symptoms which the student should be able to propagate
through the instrument, makinp the predictions which the
Expert requests. After the student has made his selection,
the Demon restates the fault in terms of the qualitative
behavior at the faulted block.

4 4
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Next, the Expert attempts to locate the fault,
explaining his strategy as he goes. For each measurement he
wants, the student is queried as to the qualitative behavior
of the instrument in the area in question. Depending on the
particular approach taken by the Expert, it may ask the'
student a question or two about what can be determined 'rom
the measurements made up to that point, commenting on his
response.

If the student makes a wrong prediction, the Demon
takes over to demonstrate the actual behavior of the faulted
instrument. He does this by posing a SOPHIE lab question
which will resolve the issue. SOPHIE responds with an
actual measurement, and the Demon restates the measurement
qualitatively, in terms of the Expert's question.

If the student doesn't know the answer to one of the
. Expert's questions, he may ask for help. The Demon will ask

SOPHIE, as above, and summarize the answer. The student is
not penalized for asking for help.

When the Expert has decided what block contains the
fault, he announces this to the student, along with the
final bit of logic which led to the conclusion. The student
is asked whether the conclusion is correct, and whether he
would like to isolate the actual component fault. If the
answer to this latter question is 'yes,' a summary of the
Expert's measurements (expressed as answers to SOPHIE lab
inquiries) is printed, and the student is put into a SOPHIE
lab environment with the faulted instrument and an
appropriate history list. He may take any measurements he
wishes, evaluate hypotheses, and so on, as in a normal lab
session. What follows is an annotated sample of the pxpert
febugging Interaction.
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SAMPLE EXPERT DEBUGGING INTERACTION

What is your name?
> DICK R

Welcome to SOPHIE - a simulated electronics
laboratory - which has on-call a tutor and an
expert debugger.

The choices are:
A Short prologue
B Long prologue
C SOPHIE lab
E Interact with expert debugging
F STOP
G Two person debugging game

°Menu choice: E Student selects
functional debugging.

'EXPERT:
For this session, we will work at a function-block
level with. the IP-28. I am going to try to Pmeedure for the game.
isolate the faulted block which you choose. Since
you will know what block is faulted. I will ask
you to predict the circuit's behavior. I hope to
find out which block contains the fault. If at
any tithe you are unable to answer one of my
questions, feel frce to type HELP and I will give
you some assistance.

From time to time, I may ask you a question about
my progress at finding the fault.

DEMON:
For this session, I need a.fault specified by a
functional block. Which block do you want to have
the fault? (DCS, CCS, DARL, VL, CL, OPF, or Vref)

DICK4 VOLTAGE LIMITER

DAN:
I will insert a fault which makes the VL always
conduct.

EXPERT:
OK. Here we go. Before delving deeply into the
instrument I am going to make simple external
measurements. The simplest and most obvious
measurement to make at first is to check the
output voltage. However, I would also like to be
clear about how the instrument is set up.The
settings I will use iritially will be the
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Student selects a block.

Qualitative restatement
ofhow block will behave.

The Expert always observes
external symptoms first,
in order to verify that
the instrument is mal-
functioning and to get
some inexpensive informa-
tion about the fault.
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DICK: OK

EXPERT:
So the DCS is not faulted. The remaining blocks
which are now suspect are the CCS, DA, CL, VL, and
OPF. I think I will check the CCS now since it is
at the heart of the regulating mechanism of the
supply and since it has the least interaction with
all the other blocks.

How does the OUTPUT CURRENT OF THE CONSTANT A similar sort of test,
CURRENT SOURCE compare with a working circuit? but with a more elaborate

interpretation. It can
DICK: OK verify that the block is

OK, but cannot alone
EXPERT: prove that it is bad.
The current source is working then. The modules
now left are the CL. VL, OPF and DARL. I think I Three of the seven
will make my next measurement on .he Darlington blocks have already bt.en
amplifier.

j eliminated.

I want ro know whether the BASE CURRENT OF Q4

DICK: HELP

EXPERT:
Let's use SOPHIE to find the answei':

>>IS THE BASE CURRENT OF Q4 OK

THE BASE CURRENT OF Q4 IS 0.0 AMPS.
WHICH SEEMS TO BE INCORRECT BECAUSE IN A WORKING
CIRCUIT If IS .031 MILLIAMPS.

This test will splir the
hypothesis space, etimi-
nating two blocks i,
either event.

Student doesn't know the
answer and requests
assistance.

What is shown is a real
SOPHIE lab interaction
which answers the Expert's
question.

So you see that the BASE CURRENT OF Q4 is. LOW in Pdraphrase of answer in
the faulted circuit. terms of the Expert's

original question.
Let's go on...

EXPERT:
Low input current to the Darlington amplifier A practical instantiation
would certainly result in lower than normal of a theoretical relation-
voltage at t.his output under moderate current ship calledKirchoffts
loads. I think then. the Darlington amplifier is current Law.
OK, since it. is following its input. Now., since
we have already.seen that the CCS output current
is OK, perhaps either the current limiter or the
voltage limiter must be drawing excessive current
from the CCS.

5 5
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Is Q6 conducting?

DICK: YES

Only two possibilities

remain. Thig test will
differentiate between
them.

DEMON:
SOPHIE tells me that your prediction isn' t right: But the student has

predicted wrong.

>>WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q6 The Demon steps in to
THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q6 IS 0.0 AMPS, demonstrate that the

student has erred, using
the SOPHIE lab.

Thus I conclude that Q6 is not conduC-Ing.

Let's go on...

EXPERT:
At the last measurement, I had arrived at tne Dray one possibility
conclusion that either the CL or VL was drawing remains, and no confirm-
excessive current away from the CCS. As you can ing measurement is taken.
see fram_the_prosPnt- me a surtemen-t-i---the-CL-co-1-1-ee-torStudents-often-do--ta
current is zero. It is not the CL then which is final confirming measure-
drawing the current. That leaves the VL as the ments. An example is
only module under suspicion. It has to be faulted shown in the gaming
with a short. You faulted the VL. transcript in Chapter 3.

Am I right?
DICK: YES
EXPERT:
I'm glad...

Would you like to isolate the actual component
fault?

DICK: YES

OK, here is a review of the measurement
far:

THE
THE
THE
THE
IS

THE
THE

CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=1000, VC=1.

OUTPUT. VOLTAGE IS -2.3 MILLIVOLTS.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS -2.3 MILLIVOLTS.
VOLTAGE AT N1 IS 49.3 VOLTS.
OUTPUT CURRENT OF THE CONSTANT CURR
-.61 MILLIAMPS.
BASE CURRENT OF Q4 IS 0.0 AMPS.
COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q6 IS 0.0 AMPS

Students may do this
activity as a first

s made so exposure to the SOPHIE
Zab.

0, VR=HIGH,

Review of the Expert's
measurements in terms of
SOPHIE lab replies. These

ENT SOURCE measurements constitute
the student's history
list at thiS point.

Go ahead and locate the faulty component:

5 6
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>>WHAT IS THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q5?
THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q5 IS .62 MILLIAMPS.

>>REPLACE Q5
I AM GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW Q5
IS FAULTED.

IF AT ANYITIME YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE MORE
MEASUREMENTS, SIMPLY TYPE CONTROL-E.
ARE ANY JUNCTIONS SHORTED?
>

WHICH JUNCTIONS ARE SHORTED?
> ALL
THE COMPLETE FAULT MODE WAS THAT Q5 HAD ITS
EMITTER COLLECTOR JUNCTION SHORTED AND ITS BASE
OPEN

Q5 REPLACED.

Now you should take measurements to see if there
is anything else wrong with the circuit.
ACCUMULATED COST = 24

_>>WHAT-IS THE OUTPUT-VOLTAGE?
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 30.1 VOLTS.

>>STOP

A Short prologue
B Long prologue
C SOPHIE lab
E Interact with expert debugging
F STOP
G Two person debugging game

Student checks for the
"most likely" possibility,
and finds the fau/t.

He is queried to insure
that he understands
the fault made, as in
norml SOPHIE lab.

Q5 was indeed the fault,

As_zt correat_output
voltage indicates.

Menu choice: INTERACT
Another session with the
Expert.

EXPERT:
For this session, we will work at a function-block
level with the IP-28. I am going to try to
isolate the faulted block which you choose. Since
you will know, what block is faulted, I will ask
you to predict the circuit's behavior. I hope to
find out which block contains the fault. If at
any time you are unable to answer one of my
questions, feel free to type HELP and I will give
you some assistance.

From time to time, I may ask you a question about Sometimes the Expert
my progress at finding the fault. may ask a tutorial

question.
DEMON:
For this session, I need a fault specified by a
functional block. Which bloc* do you want to have

5 7
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the fault? (DCS. CCS, DARL, VL, L, OPF, or Vref)

DICK: VREF

Should the output of VREF be high, low, or zero?
DICK: HIGH

DEMON:
Good. I will insert a fault which makes the
output of Vref high.

EXPERT:
Back at the beginning... Remember I am making my
first measurement under standard settings. The
voltage and current controls are set for maximum
at the supply's highest ranges. The load is 1000
ohms. A working instrument would operate in its
voltage limiting mode under these seteings.

Here is how the instrument is set up...

SETTINGS:
CC T.0
CR HIGH
LOAD 1000
VC 1.0
VR HIGH

Some blocks have a wide
enough range of symptoms
that the Demon allowS the
student to choose among
them.

Expert presents an
alternate text, reminding
the student of the
expectations expressed at
the beginning of his
first run.

How does the OUTPUT VOLTAGE compare with a working
circuit?

DICK: HIGH

EXPERT:
Too high. Hmmm. That means that the output of
the Darlington Amplifier is too high for some
reason. The problem could be the amplifier
itself, or in something that affects its input.

What function blocks might account for the symptom A tutorial question which
of output voltage too high with these settings? attempts to ge,t the

student to think of faults
which might give symptoms
the same as his does for
the measurement made so
far.

DICK: DCS AND VREF

EXPERT:
I don't really suspect the DC Source. Remember
that the output is too high. Even if the output
of the DCS were too high, the regulator would
correct for it if everything else were working.

As you have seen I dor't aspect the DCS and CL.
My strategy now is to use the VC and CC in tests
to isolate the fault. I can find out more about

58
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the CCS -DA region this way. If there is a fault Strategy is to observein that region, neither the VC nor the CC will the inatmalent's behwiorhave any effect,
under various manipulations
Of front-panel controls.Here is how the instrument is set up...

SETTINGS:
CC 1.0
CR HIGH
LOAD 1000
VC 1.0
VR HIGH

Does the THE VOLTAGE CONTROL reduce the OUTPUT
VOLTAGE ?

DICK: YES

EXPERT:
That's nice! Since the VC is able to change the As it happens, the first
output voltage, we must conclude that the voltage such observation is
limiter is respondingeorrectly by_drawing_enaug.h suffie-fenttolooatecurrent away from the base of the Darlington the fault. Me Expert
circuit to reduce the voltage at the latter's explains why.
output. This means that the Darlington is
functioning, too, and that the CCS must be putting
out a constant current. Briefly, the voltage
regulating action of the supply seems to be
unimpaired, and so, I think that perhaps the
output voltage of the Vref is not OK. Your fault
is in the Vref.

Am I right?
DICK: YES
EXPERT:
I'm glad...

Would you like.to isolate the actual component
fault?

DICK: YES
Entering SOPHIE lab...

OK, here is a review of the measurements made so
far:

CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=1000, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH,
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 34.4 VOLTS.

CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=1000, VC=0.0, VR=HIGH,
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 2.83 VOLTS.

CC=1.0, CR=HIGH, LOAD=1000, VC=1.0, VR=HIGH,
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 34.4 VOLTS.



Go ahead and locate the faulty component:

>>WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE ;CROSS Cl?
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS Cl IS 71.3 VOLTS.

>>AND ACROSS D4?
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS D4 IS 56.0 VOLTS. ,

>>AND D5
THE VOLTAGE ACROSS D5 IS 41.4 VOLTS.

>>REPLACE D5
I AM GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW D5
IS FAULTED.

IF AT ANY1 TIME YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE
MEASUREMENTS, SIMPLY TYPE CONTROL-E.
IS D5 OPEN OR SHORTED OR DOES IT HAVE THE WRONG
BREAK-DOWN VOLTAGE?
> OPEN-

Student takes a "signal
tracing" approach to
finding the pult within
the faulted block.

SOPHIE requests more
detail about how the

MORE student thinks the
component is faulted.

D5 REPLACED.

Now you should take measurements to see if there
is anything else wrong with the circuit.
ACCUMULATED COST 7.. 16

>>WHAT IS THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE? Student verifies that
THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 30.1 VOLTS.

>>STOP

6 0
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Chapter

QUESTIONNAIRE AND TRANSCRIPT RESULTS

The purpose of_this chapter is to provide a
. comprehensive' summary of how students reacted to andhenefited from the SOPHIE environment. The students'
experiences were gathered during self-contained mini-courses
which involved students' studying textual material,
interacting with the Expert Debugger program, performing
laboratory exercises and engaging in both team and solo
troubleshooting, as described in Chapter 1.

SOPHIE's learning environment incorporates a 'variety of
instructional activities and teaching systems, many of which
are novel to the teaching of electronics. We could have
investigated their total impact to determine, for example,
if the mini-course supported by the SOPHIE system was more
effective than a segment of some existing training_prognam
HUvre-Ver, this was not our purpose. Such comparative
investigations can only be meaningfully undertaken after one
has understood how to exploit the novel capabilities of
SOPHIE-like enviro,nments and how to tune these capabilities
to the interests and abilities of the student. The intent
of these experiments was to determine the viability of each
activity and to assess its 'effectiveness relative to the
others. As such, we focussed most of our attention on
qualitatively assessing student reactions to sindividual
components of the learning matrix. We also paid close
attention to the kinds of questions students had while
engaging in each activity and to the difficulties they had
in understanding particular aspects of the device under
study. ' Eeing able to build a taxonomy of their questions
and misconceptions is of crucial importance for tuning
intelligent, generative systems. Unlike frame-oriented
systems which have the answers to a small set of questions
explicitly stored, a generative system must be able to
answer a wide variety of questions which depend on the
particular context. In large part, this capability.can be
achieved by knowledge of what types of problems and
misconceptions are apt to arise. Communication ls
drastically facilitated when the listener (SOPHIE) has a
Food model of what the speaker (student) is thinktng.

61r.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

In our initial set of experiments, three groaps of
students participated. Two of these groups (eight people)
took the mini-course over four successive Saturdays, the
other group did it on four conseoude days. At the end of
the 12 hour training sessions, each participant filled out a
questionnaire probing his reaction.s to each of these
activities. Finally, we conducted an in-depth interview
with each group.

The first part of this chapter discusses the responses
ta-ke-n rrom these' questionnaires for each of the activities.*
The single questionnaire which was used for each of these
activities is presented in Figure 1.

Individual Troubleshooting,

Individual troubleshooting is perhaps the most
conventional use of the SOPHIE system. Typically, the
instructor inserts a fault in SOPHIE's simulated IP-28 and
then the student isolates it by making measurements.** When
the student locates the component that he thinks i3 faulted,
he requests that it be replaced. At thai. point, SOPHIE will
query him about how the component is faulted. If he is

right, the component is replaced and he is asked to verify
that the instrument is now fixed.*** If he is wrong, SOPHIE
will automatically critique his "guess" by pointing out to
him which of his measurements support that "guess" and which
contradict it.

Individual troubleshooting activity occurred throughout
the mini-course, but it was used most heavily in conjunction
with the Expert Debugger and at the end of the course.
During this latter activity, we turned on the costing
function: each measurement was assigned a cost according to

how difficult it is to make in a real instrument.

Figure 2 graphically summarizes the results of the

first six items on the questionnaire (Figure 1). Figure ?
presents all of the collected responses to the last item.

*Although we made some minor changes and refinements to this
mini-course between successive groups, we shall lump
together their responses.
**The student can also insert the fault himself by knowing
the fault number. In addition, he can have as much practice
as he wishes by asking SOPHIE to insert random faults of

some specified degree of difficulty (easy, hard, extremely
hard).
***If he has replaced a secondary (propapated) fault, the

component will be re-blown. ?when he tests to see if the
instrument is working.
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(1) iww enjoyable did you find u!-;Ing this system?

3 4 5

very boring borilq interesting exciting very exciting

(2) Was it usefu :n teaching you how to be a better troubleshooter?

1 2 3 4 5

useless very useful

(3) Was it useful in teaching you deductive or logical thinking
about circuits?

1 2 3 4 5

useless very useful

(4) Was it useful in helping you understand how the IP-28 power
supply works?

1 2 3 4 5

useless very useful

(5) Was it valuable in teaching you basic electronics knowledge
that you can now apply to other circuits?

1 3 4' 5

useless very valuable

(6) How would you rate using this as an educational experience?

1 2 3 4 5

very low low average high very high

(7) What is your overall impression of this activity?

FIGURE 1
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(1) How enjoyable did you find using this system?
(very boring (1) to very exciting (5))

(2) Was it useful in teaching you how to be a better troublecthaoter?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(3) Was it useful in helping you deductive or logical thinking
about circuits?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(4) Was it useful in helping you understand how the IP-28 power
supply works?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(5) Was it valuable in teaching you basic electronics knowledge
that you can now apply to-other circuits?
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

(6) How would you rate using this as an educational experience?
(very low (1) to very high (5))

FIGURE 2
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QUESTION 7

What is your overall impression of the TROUBLESHOOTING WITH
SOPHIE activity?

1. The main thing I learned is to discriminate between a
faulted component and a component that can't function
properly because of a fault somewhere else. I think
this is difficult because of the various interactions
-between the components. However, to be able to do thiswell is very desirab3e.

2. Excellent way of learning logical thinking which enablesyou tg see your mistakes. It was a good test on a
person s background knowledge.

3. Very useful and something that should be mixed in withthe Expert-Debugger as a preliminary exercise. (i.e.
(1) work with expert, (2) work with SOPHIE, (3) work
with expert, (4) work with SOPHIE.) I think that a
pattern similar to this would help the student retain
more of what he learned with the expert.

4. Excellent - much more valuable than time consuming lab
work.

5. I think this was the best of SOPHIE's menu choices. She
guided you but at the same time, let you alone. I think
I learned the most from this.

6. Very good. It taught you to think in the line of
action/reaction as SOPHIE would tell you whe?'e you went
wrong if you tried to replace the wrong compoaent.

7. At certain times SOPHIE made me believe that I didn't
know that much in electronics, but finally I did enjoy
it.

8. I thought it was very useful and practical. This was
the best approach to learning the equipment. It had a
bigh interest coefficient and its competitive nature
(when playing with other groups in solving the same
problem) made it an exciting way to learn.

9. I found this to be very valuable in learning
troubleshooting, in what you can see on your own,
however if SOPHIE could tell you reasons or hints as to
if you are doing anything wrong in you reasoning, it
would increase its utility by far.

10. If you had an active power supply to take measurements
from and could relate to the computer for help it could
be easier troubleshooting, but was very good.

11. This was good. It taught you a lot about how to
troubleshoot this circuit as far as how wt.11 this will
help you with other circuits, I'm not sure how helpful
it would be.

FIGURE 3_,
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We were encouraged by the degree to which students
accepted this activity, since it was the least directed of
all the activities. From the various oral comments the
students made, the feature they found most beneficial was
being able to make any measurement quickly. Although they
realized that "real world troubleshooting" is different,
this rapid interaction encouraged them to explore. Students
often commented that they invariably wasted a lot of time in
their school labs because the right equipment was either not
handy or broken.

en the negative side, we felt SOPHIE's ability tO
critique a student's troubleshooting path and to answer his
more general "why" questions was noticeably deficient.
Although SOPHIE does pPrform hypothesis evaluation, this
form of critique was insufficient. First, it doesn't
satisfactorily explain why a hypothesis is incorrect; it can
only show which measurements are inconsistent with the
hypothesis. Unless a student can translate this information
into more causal terms, he has a difficult time extracting

SORKLE--
delineates only the logical inconsistency of a hypotheses
and does not comment on the strategic reasonableness of the
actual sequence of measurements. Finally, a student only
receives feedback after he thinks he has located the fault.
To remedy these deficiencies we need a tutorial module which
has sufficient intelligence to know when and how to help the
student while he troubleshoots.

Team Troubleshooting

The team troubleshooting game was described in
Chapter 4. Note that although the rules for this game are
rather involved, most of the students quickly learned how to
play. The game's basic structure was obvious enough that
the fine points fell.easily into place.

Team troubleshooting took place during the last two
se-ssions. Figures 4 and 5 present the results of the
Questionnaire for this activity.

Although the game provides a strong motivational
factor, we discovered some problems with it. First, the
Fame was much harder than we had. expected. Teams were
inserting faults whose behavior they simply couldn't
predict. Obsessed with giving the other team a really
devious fault, they often found that they couldn't even
up the instrument to reflect a symptom under their fault.
The result was an excessive waiting time for the opposing
(troubleshooting) team.

6 6
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(1) How enjoyable did you find using this system?
(very boring (1) to very exciting (5))

7

6

4
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1

1 2 3 4 .5

1 2 3 4 5

(2) Waz it useful in teaching you how to be a better troubleshooter?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(3) Was it useful in helping you deductive or logical thinking
about circuits?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(4) Was it useful in helping you understand how the IP-28 powersupply works?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(5) Was it valuable in teaching you basic electronics knowledge
that you can now apply to other circuits?
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

(6) How would you rate using this as an educational experience?
(very low (1) to very high (5))

FIGURE 4
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TION 7

is your overall opinion of the TEAM TROUBLESHOOTINGactivity?

This made learning troubleshooting much more interesting
since you have to insert a difficult fault and at the
same time predice the consequences.

This system was very good because it allowed you to find
a bad component and be under expense pressure at the
aame time. The idea of teams is very good because wewere able to discuss the faults of the circuit and also
aee the reactions of the fault by watching the other
:earn troubleshooting the circuit. This game also showed
Is to answer the other team s questions; this gave us
:he opportunity to see if we really knew the fault well
mough to troubleshoot it ourselves.

E found this good for using other people's ideas in3olving a problem when one person may be completely
3affled. (Two heads are better than one.) Gives you a
!hence to work with others by reasoning and then finally
igreeing together.

Nle team idea lets you pool information. But it also
tllows for more "devious" faults to be inserted and
fiscovered than if it was 1 against 1.

: found it to be useful in that you and your teammates
rould have different ideas to be exposed to Sophie and
hrough reasoning with your partner maybe one
masurement can be made that would help out you and your
ortner s reasoning at the same time.

:xcellent - The emphasis here was placed on logicalhinking about the circuit.

ery wood educational approach to learning the
luipment.

his was also good but teams don't always work well
owether. It would be better if each team was 1 person.

FIGURE 5
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In many ways it seemed that the side that inserted the
fault learned more from the game than the side performing
the troubleshooting. This might seem counter-intuitive,
since the inserting team presumably chose a fault whose
ramifications they knew. However, beause of the structure
of the game, their understding of the fault was constantly
being tested. As a result, the inserting team would often
discover shortcomings in their own knowledge. They would
discuss such problems betwecn themselves, and often ask us
or other class.members for help after the game.

The Expert Debugger

The Expert Debugger was the most directed activity in
the environment. Its purpose -was- two-fold. First it
attempted to teach troubleshooting and the workings of the
IP-28 by explicit examples coupled with explanations.
Second, 't provided an opportunity for the students to
exercise their causal understanding of concepts such as
feedback by continually asking them to predict the
consequences of faults.

This was the first majOr activity following the use of
the instruction br klet. It was also the newest subSystem
of the environment: )me bugs uncovered by the first group
had to be fixed tel the second group used it. Activity
in the second three-hour sessions involved alternAting
between the Expert_ Debugger and solo troubleshooting. Py
goinF back and forth between directed and undirected
trOubleshooting, the student would begin to appreciate the
subtlety of whit Expert Debugger was saying and doing.
Also, when the student moved from the Expert to solo
troubleshooting, he would sometimes encounter a situation
similar to one the I.xpert had explained and hence would have
a chance to test hi: own underst.andjbf of what the Expert
said. Figures .6 and 7 contain a summary of the results of
the questionnaire pertaining to this acnvity.

Although these results indicate that the students found
this system very useful, we felt from listening to them as
they used it that the system could have been much more
effective. In particular, it appeared that much of what the
Expert "said" was not being absorbed by the students. This
could be due to at least two fa'ctors. First, till Expert's
reasoning is presented in a relatively passive mode. Not
only can't the student ask for elaborations on things the
Expert says, but the Expert seldom comes back and queries
the student about what it has said. Second, the Expert is
totally non-adaptive. The explanations it produces do not
depend on the competence or history of the student. This
means that some students do not understand all of what the
Expert Is trying to get across and others find its speed and
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(1) How enjoyable did you find using this system?
(very boring (1) to very exciting (5))

(2) Was it useful in teaching you how to be a better troubleshooter?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(3) Was it useful in helping you deductive or logical thinking
about circuits?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(4) Was it useful in helping you understand how the 1P-28 power
supply works?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(5) Was it valuable in teaching you basic electronics knowledge
that you can now apply to other circuits?
(useless (1) to very valuable (S))

(6) How would you rate 'using this as an educational experience?
(very low (1) to very high (S))
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QUESTION 7
What is your overall impression of the EXPERT-DEBUGGER BLOCK
LEVEL DEBUGGING activity?

1. It was good for helping me to evaluate my train of
thought and training. It was constantly testing my
understanding without the pressure or formality of a

written exam.

2. I thought it was very good because I did learn a lot and
the way it was presented was exceptional.

3. My irpression of this activity is very good because
that s the first time I got the chance to put my
background in electronics into practice.

4 Using the expert gave another way of looking at the
problem in the circuit.

5. I think all of the above questions express my opinion of
this course. I enjoyed it very much and found it most
interesting.

6. My overall impression was the Sophie was useful;
particularly in the area of troubleshooting and
debugging but not so much in t.eaching basic electronics.
For example, we were expected to all ready know basic
transistor theory.
(Note: They certainly were!)

7. Very good for finding generalized faults in a circuit.

8. Having never troubleshooted before this pave me some
very helpful and practical experience. However, if the
Sophie reasoning (Expert) was slightly slower at first,
I could have followed along easier, and therefore
learned (or whatever) the expert's reasoning process.

9. It rushed the student and left a lot of questions. If
the bugs were out of the system it would be a lot
better, also no rood on CRT. Explanations run off
screen before they are understood.
(Note: The first rroup of students helped us debug this
subsystem.)

10. The functional block approach is very good. It would be
better if a basic overview of the circuit's operation
were explained beforehand.

11. I thought that it might have worked well if the system
hadn't messed up on when we asked it a question. Also
it probably would have been more useful had we
understood the IP-28 power supply better.

1'. Interesting.

F'IGURE 4
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logic a bit discouraging.* Nevertheless, as Figure 7 shows,
no one got too discouraged. (Figure 7 includes all of
the student responses.)

Fault-Propagation

The final activity for which we onstructed a
questionnaire concerned "fault propagation." This activity
took the form of having the student search for a way of
faulting the circuit which would cause a specified component
to fail. That is, the student would have to insert a fault
(such as shorting some other component) that would cause the
specified component to be overloaded. The learning object
underlying this activity was to give a student explicit
experiences in predicting consequential faults. Before he
blindly replaces a burned out component, he should think
about possible reasons that the component might have failed.

Figures 8 and 9 present the results of the
questionnaire for this activity. As one can see, students'
reactions were considerably more mixed than for the other
activities. Comments five, eight, nine and ten probably
provide the clue to why it was less well liked -- students
encountered this activity too early in the mini-course.
Since.this task requires detailed understanding of thepurpose and interaction of the modules in the IP-28, a
student With insufficient knowledge would have trouble. Forexample, he might insert a fault that does nothinp -or
conversely, that blows out many components. Encounteringeither of these situations could be very educational, butonly if the student can make sense of what transpires. Thesame kind of problem also arises, but less prominently, for
local propagations, that is, propagations within afunctional module. However, in this case most of our
students had the prerequisite theory to understand what wasor was not happening when they inserted a fault. In
summary, we think this activity has a unique educational
role and belongs in the SOPHIE-type environment, but the
above-mentioned prerequisites must be met for students to
make maximal use of it.

*Part of this non-adaptability stems from the sought-after
simplicity of this system. More recently we have developed
a production rule technique for reconstructing this Expert
which will alleviate the al;ove two shortcomings while
preserving ito modest, use of computational resources. This
new system is beinp develodel, in part, under a tri-service
contract.
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(1) How enjoyable did you find using this system?
(very boring (1) to very exciting (5))

(2) was it useful in teaching you how to be a better troublestwnt
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(3) Was it useful in helping you deductive or logical thinking
about circuits?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

(4) Was it useful in helping you understand how the IP-7'0J power
supply works?
(useless (1) to very useful U.1))

(5) Was it valn,ble in teaching you basic electronics ;nowledge
that you .n now apply to other circuits?
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

(6) How would you rate using this as an educational experience?
(very lo (1) to ve(i high (S))



QUESTION 7
What is your overall impression of the FAULT PROPAGATION -BLOWING UP SELECTED COMPONENTS activity?

1. Excellent for deductive thinking, trying to see ahead oftime that a particular fault will cause a particular
blow out.

2. Good in respect that you don't very often get theopportunity to destroy components and see the reaction
of the other components.

3. If a component in an existing circuit is blown it mightnot have been that component that was bad. Somethingcould have caused it to blow. This exercise helped to
see what could cause a component to blow.

4. Sometimes its harder to insek a fault for a purpose(blowing up a particular component), than one may think.

5. This activity would have been more helpful toward theend of the sessions. The debugging helped familiarize
us with the circuit as well as economizing our
measurements, but blowing up selected components when we
did (2nd we.ek) was somewhat early in the game to be most
useful.

6. T hJ thought it to be excellent because we could notice
'.he effects 3n the circuit more closely when a component
is destroyed in the circuit and what its effects would
be on the rest of the circuit.

7. Once again, my overall impression of this activity
very pleasant. I do enjoy it.

8. My overall impression was one of frustration. When youdon t want something to blow, everything blows and vice
versa.

q. This activity was frustrating since our basic knowledgeof the circuit was lacking.

10. This is a backwards approach. Too much time is spentviesling what the results would be with the fault
instaried and if this current was enough to blow Une
component you were attacking.

FIGURE 9
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Overall Impressions

In order to discover the overall impressions that
students had using the entire SOPHIE learning environment,
we created a separate questionnaire. We asked them how
useful the total experience was, how they coW-Ji:sted it with
their normal courses and labs, and what overel:, suggestions
they had on how to improve the course. After chey completed
this rinal questionnaire,we also'conducted a group interview
in which we had a chance to probe more deeply some of their
reactions.

Toward providing an overview of their general reactions
to the mini-course, we will present and discuss a summary of
all the students' responses to questions, a complete record
of all the written comments from the final questionnaire, and
and an annotated transcript of one of our group .interviews.
Although we were at first inclined to extract relevant
sections of this transcript, we decided to include the
whole, annotated, in such a way that readers could skim
through it and find comments on issues that might be of
particular interest.

Figure 10 presents a summary of the previously
mentioned questionnaires 'wtich asked the same set of
questions of each of the activities. These graphs were
obtained by combining responses to each question over all
the activities, thus providing some insight into reactions
to the total environment. There were two- interesting
results that emerged from this summary. Although our
interest was in teaching generalizable skills, this
mini-coUrse involved only one circuit. We were, therefore,
skeptical about how far we could get toward teaching general
skills. Nonetheless, the responses to question 3 and to
questions 4 versus 5 seem impressive. 4'

The response to question indicates that the students
believed that they were learning logi4al skills applicable
to more than one circuit. This fact wasrfurther reinforced
in the group interviews. In fact, someone in the first
group (interview) stated that he thought he had learned a

F(!neral purpose problem solving strategy which pertained to
more than just electronics. , On further questioning it
turned out that what he had learned was the powerful problem
solving strategy of top-down decomposition of a problem into
more manageable sub-problems. He said he learned this from
the w;y the Expert Debuyger viewed the task of
trouhlshooting.

Tho responses to questions 14 and 5 give further
irplinat n that more veneral skills were learned. After

onnentration on one instrument, we were surprised by
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1. How enjoyable did ycu find this system?
(very boring (1) to very exciting (5))

2. Was it useful in teaching you how to be a better troubleshooter?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

3. Was it useful in teaching you deductive or logical thinking about
circuits?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

4. Was it useful in helping you understand how the IP-28 power supply
Works?
(useless (1) to very useful (5))

5. Was it val6able in teaching you basic electronics knowledge that
you can now apply to other circuits?
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

6. How would you rate this as an educatio,nal experience?
(very low (1) to very high (5))
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how high students rated the degree of general skills
relative to the specific skills of how to work on the IP-28.

We are still very cautious in concluding very much from
this data since, of course, the above pertains to what
students thought they learned as opposed to what they may
have actually learned -- something which is much more
difficult.to realistically assess.*

The next question explicitly covered the total 12 hour
mini-course. The first six questions (see Figure 11) were
set up in pairs comparing activities in the SOPHIE
environment with corresponding activities in the students'
school. Using school activities as a reference point
provides a high standard for comparison. Nearly all these
students had chosen their school over a much cheaper local
state school because of its reputation for small classes and
excellent training.

Of particular interest to us was the comparison of
responses to questions ,; and which seems to give
additional support to our belief that the troubleshooting
scenario might be an effective medium to learn a certain
kind of qualitative electronic theory.

The last rive numhp-lin,? questions are summarized
in Figure 12. Several of these are worth mentioning.
Question 7, concerning what proportion of a troubleshooting
course should be based on SOPPIE-like environment, generated
a surprisingly uniform (and in our"Opinion, too high)
response. We feel that actual laboratory experience is
crucial, as we have argued above, although a lot of factual
instruction time might be converted over to more of these
semi-laboratory situations.

The response to question:12 and 13 was also noteworthy.
The relatively high slope on 12 Indicated a favorable
reaction tb the natural language front end processor,
although .several students kept expecting it to handle
everything once they found out it could handle something.

*We make no pretense about the objectivity or quantitative
nature of these survey results. We hasten to point out that
measuring these npwe rpu-r.il skills in an unbiased fashion
is extremely difficult. In particular, we believe that
because this environment stresses learning through personal
actions and experiences, the skills th-i acquire will be
remembered for a long period of time and will be more
hr-)%11y '114,11(!:ibh thin th,)2e lit11.?cl through more passive or
factual modes of instruction. We would hope that any
objective tests would develop techniques to measure the
longevity as well as the generality f these skills.
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(1) How effective were these four sessions as a laboratory experience
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

(2) On the same scale, how do you rate your laboratory coursed?
(useless (1) to very valuable (5))

(3) How effeco.ive were these four sessions as an electronic theory
learning experience,? In particular did you find that theoretical
ideas became clearer to you by using this system?
(learned no theory (1) to a great many ideas became clearer (5))

(4) On the same scale, how would you rate the average 12 hours of
theory courses that you have had in school?
(learned no theory (1) to a great many ideas became clearer (5))

(5) Was the experience enjoyable and engaging?
(boring (I) to very exciting (5))

(6) On the same scale, how enjoyable and engaging are your classes
in school?
(boring (1) to very exciting (5))

PITJHE 1 1
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In a complete troubleshooting course sequence, what proportion
of our type of computer-based experience would be best?

(13) How clear did you find the instruction booklet?
(very hard to understand (1) to_v,ery clearly written (5))

(14) Did you find the quest,ions in the instruction booklet helped
you concentrate on the factual material in the booklet?
(useless and bothersome (1) to very useful (5))

(15) Did'you find the various activities with the computer system
a majorhelp in furthering your Understanding of-the factual
material in the booklet?
(no help at all (1) to extremely helpful (5))

'I !itlid'.;It did nco an!iwer
"r. aw:1,4,!r:; ri,(t ApplIcablo
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their responses to question 1 indicate that our
design and implementation oC the instruction booklet was
nurcessful. This is of interest for two reasons: We think
the technique we were using to explain certain concepts (as
discussed in Chapter 2) is of general use, and we wanted to
be sure we were not just constructing a "straw man" against
which some people might want to compare the computerbased
environment. We had no intention of making any comparisons
at all, but instead simply wanted to exploit the best
features of programmed instruction.

The last part of this questionnaire consisted of
several of th.2 I n.. whih t iii Jrttn Fif:ures,
13, 14, and 15 'present all the collected responses to tnese
questions. The responses to the question concerning "how
your view of troubleshooting has changed as a result of the
mini-couf4se" indicates some explicit skills these students
learne-dT The responses to the question concerning which
activity they liked the best (and why) provides some insight
into some of the sociological fac.tors underlying this
environment. (See Figure 1/L) The last figure illustrates
some of the weakness that still exists in our system.
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QUESTION 8

How has your view of troubleshooting changed as a result of
this experiment (i.e. the whole 12 hour instructional
sequence)?

1. A more logical approach and an understanding of
interactions. In school lab I had a tendency to replace
every component in sight until the problem disappeared.
Classroom schooling time is invaluable and most
important. But SOPHIF allows you to use the theory and
see how it works - put the ideas into use.

2. The computer has one major advantage over practical
troubleshooting, that is, that SOPHIE eliminates any
problems of measuring components values that might occur
under normal conditions. This lets one concentrate on
actual troubleshooting and solving the problems rather
than worrying about having the probe on the right spot.
Confidence and uncomplicated experience (measuring) can
build a strong troubleshooting foundation.

3. This course has helped me understand the action/reaction
part of troubleshooting better because I got a chance to
see things in'-a circuit I was never able to see before.

4. My troubleshooting theory has been better defined.

5. I think it has broadened my view of troubleshooting and
feel that this experiment has been extremely useful and
find troubleshooting not 9S difficult by knowing more of
what to look for.

-

h. I didn't have much 'zroubleshooting experience before, so
I was pretty m.)nh ready for anything. SOPHIE
demonstrated troubleooting in pretty much the way I

would have imagined it (exnept for using the computer of
course).

7. Not as hard as I thought.

8. Nrt. much, I've done a lot of it and my m!thods worked
weil with your system.

9. I have realized that there is much more to
troubleshooting than previously expected, i.e. much
more logic is needed.

10. It has changed my view in that the problem always isn't
what you first expect but that some other part oi the
circuit could be resulting from something else in the
circuit.

H. That the first time I hal one.

FIGURE 1 3
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Df the various activities did you enjoy most and why?

Dubleshooting since you relied on yourself to solve
problem.

lm troubleshooting - because of the game aspect
pmpetition) and because I had help - with 2 people you
1 test out. You reason with each other before makingnove.

1m troubleshooting game - It wave us a chance to stump
mane else instead of the machine stumping us. Itlo gave us a better understanding of the circuit
:ause we hod to feed the machine with the correct
;viers.

)ubleshooting .with Sophie - gets you to think
rically, not haphazardly and at the same time lets you
! your errors.

)ert-Debugger was the most interestinw because if you
le a wrong guess it would use detective reasoning to
id out why your answer was incorrect and find the
ilt you selected.

mbleshooting with Sophie (in which she corrects you
al you are wrong) because I thougilt it was the most
ful to me, education-wise.

ubleshooting with Sophie because I aould follow my
logic, and learn at my own pace.

ubleshooting with Sophie because I learned much
ter from it.

ubleshooting with Sophie because I thought it wasy useful and practical. This was the best approach
learning the equipment. It had a high interest
fficient and its competitive nature (when playing
h other groups in solving the same problem) made it
exciting way to learn.

m troubleshooting because more ideas were being
welt to our attention about the circuit.

ubleshooting with Sophie was more enjoyable since it
ked the pressure of competition.

ubleshooti4 with Sophie - personal challenge with
r errors pointed out and explained.

FIGURE 14
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QUESTION In

What are your overall feelings about this system and what
suggestions do you have for making our system a better
teaching device?

1. I feel that the system was very good. The only
difficulty may be with the expert; he may move a little
too fast for some people. I found it a little tJo hard
to keen up: While I was reading his thoughts he was

,..'starting new measurements but his logic was good.

2, Good. It's very helpful to be able to answer any
question about the circuit by setting up the circuit
immediately and using it. What if this happens? Well I
can try it and see. Without the real time problems of
physically setting up the circuit and arranging or
replacing components. I like the short time interval
between question and the answer.

3. Less time with Expert-Debugger and more time
troubleshooting.

4. I enjoyed the whole experience very much and I think a
course (at say Wentworth) would be great (based on this
system) . Its format might be the /P-28 for about a
month and somethinw more complicated thereafter (still
with Sophie). Of course, that would mean a lot more
work for you guys because you d have to come up with a
new additional program; but you enjoy your work!

5. In a couple of places Sonhie made me unsure of answers
that I had given because Sophie Lold me my answer was
wrong then wave me the answer I wave to the computer.

6. Good.

7. Increase its vocabulary. Not tad at all.

8. This system has been deeply usefu tc me. I doR't have
any suggestions.

9. Very good.

10. Excellent, however some parts of the system need
cleaning up.

11. Excellent. More time on functional blocks.

12. I think it's basically a good idea, but lots of room for
improvement. The language needs improvement. If too
mucb time is spent on the terminal it vets boring. I

don t know how to help this but it would be a prOblem.

FIGURE 15
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GROUP B FINAL DISCUSSION

EXPERIMENTER: Did you find that you had learned
some factual knowledge about how zeners worked or
how to (inaudible) and this helped you understand
it better. Or somehow make more concrete this
factual knowledge.

STUDENT: Practical knowledge more so. like a zener
breaking down early is something you wouldn't
necessarily think of if you were just studying
circuit theory, but when you're troubleshooting,
you know, if you just had the circuit theory
background to go on. when you were troublPshooting
you could look rtght over that and not e'er think
that it might break down early. There's a lot of
practical knowledge that I did get out of this
that I didn't get out of school itself. I may
have picked it up after several months of
troubleshooting on my own, but it was an easy way
to troubleshoot without having to worry about
taking the thing apart and inserting the probe at
the right spot. If you can get rid of all those
hassles it was excellent. And that's exactly what
it did, it gave you an ideal atmosphere for
troubleshooting. Just like. I'd like to know the
current through there and it tells you the current
through thore. I'd like to know the voltage here.
it tells you the voltage there. When you
troubleshoot you can think these, but you can't
always do them because they like to jam all the
components together. and you might short out
something just trying to stick a probe in it.

E: Do you think it helped you remember theory
information better?

S: Yes, it helped me recall some. I think if
before the first Saturday I came here, if you
asked me what the V of a transistor was I don't
think I could have told you. It's around .6. but
I wouldn't have thought of it. It would have come
to me after working with the stuff, it brings a
lot back. yea. I think it does.

E: Okay, so the relevance of that sort of
information becomes clearer.

S: Yes. considerably. Like in the laboratory, if
we have any problems, we j-st turn around and look
in our book, but not using Jny books here, just
using the schematic sort of requires you to use
your memory that you just -,ver have used. It's
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there but ycu just haven't bothered to look, or
use your own memory because we've been looking in
and out of notes and books or whatever.

E: So nobody ever told you that the V of a

transistor was something that you really needed to
know to debug things.

S: We never learned from a debugging point of
view. We just learned from a designing point of
view. So this was a new experience, different
experience. It was very helpful too.

E: What sort of things did you learn about
debugging? Where were you before? Where are you
now?

S: I was nowhere before. I didn't know anything
about debugging before. Now I have an idea of
where to start. like I suppose I could have
figured that much out beforehand. You're going to
start with measuring the output voltage or
whatever. It it's a TV you're going to find out
if the picture comes in. or the simplest first
measurement. But. then where to go to. what one
measurement tells you, why it eliminates this or
why it leaves that still suspect. I knew nothing
about troubleshooting before.

S: You have to have a certain amount of working
knowledge in the circuits but I think there was a
lot of practical experience in it that you just
couldn't have got unless you went out and did it
yourself and you would have had a lot of hassles
trying -to do it on your own. It would hal,e taken
you longer to get the same amount of experience.

S: Well, it would be easier to learn on a computer
than having an engineer tell you. We were
actually working with it ourselves.

E: That t,eemed to make a big difference to you.
actually working with it yourself.

S: Yes, a lot of difference.

E: So you found the booklet was fairly clear for
you right, but somehow you were still just reading
it.

S: Yes. as reference material.
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E: Yes, but when you actually came to trying to
use the stuff. it became much clearer what
everything was about.

S: I tnink the combination of working with the
expert and then working on your own helped you to
start a thinking process necessary to debug it in
an economical manner. When I first started out I

really didn't know where to start because I wasn't
that much aware of how the circuits interacted.
After watching the expert do some of it and
getting to follow his train of thought. I would
pick up well, he went from here and then just work
backwards to this point just checking in and out
and in and out and then sort of went into detail
when he found a general area that he thought was
wrong. Whereas otherwise I might check in detail
something all the way oompletely through and find
out there's nothing really wrong with it at all.
This is something you pick up: experience. When
you're doing it on the computer it's a lot faster
than if you try to do it on your own. I -..hink if
I was actually debugging the circuit -- the IP-28
for the first time, and went into great detail on
it, I might have spent 4 or 5 hours just going
through different components. Now I could
probably do it in a half hour. maybe, if it was a
serious problem.

E: How do you feel about attacking a circuit that
you're not familiar with now? Do you think this
has been helpful in developing a general strategy
that will make that go better?

S: Oh. yes

S: Yes, I think so. I think the first thing' I'd
do if I was going to attack something completely
different is try to break it into blocks like this
one is. It has Darlington Amplifier, current
source and all that. I'd try to do something like
that -with -it rather than looking at one big
schematic with 8.000 components. That would be
the first thing I'd try to do.

Kind of like trying to drive around Boston when
you don't know where you're going.

E: What about you? How did you feel about learning
more general stuff to be able to approach other
circuits besides just the IP-28?
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S: I agree with John, it gives us little bit
better outlook on what to look for.

E: I'm kind of curious: something came up in past
groups we never thought of. Some kids mentioned
the fact that they thought that they were actually
learning some logical thinking skills, apart from
the electronics, just a kind of more precise
common sense reasoning, things like this. How do
you guys respond to that?

S: I'd nay some logical thinking process. I think
that comes with just working on your own [SOPHIE
lab] and working with the debugger, you were
actually thinking in a logical manner. You know
that because you have zero output and the current
amplifier is working fine then therefore you know
that the current amplifier is okay. It just sort
of goes unsaid to something you don't even think
about being logical, it's just a natural step.

more along 'his Lexpert's] lines, which is the most
logical thinking because it went directly to the
probl.?,m.

Z: If we'd been able to spend more time on one of ,

these things like the expert or troubleshooting by
.

yourself or the hvp,,thesis evaluator. etc., how
would you suggest we allocate our time in the
future? Do you think we should spend more time
on one tning we did not stress this time?

3: The one I like the most is the one where SOPHIE
would just put in a fault, and you would try to
detect what te fault was and if you made a

mistake. i guess it was the demon that would come
ir. And tr.11 you, 'no that's not logical', 'I
don't reme-.ber whici menu choice.

S: rha:. 'Interact with the Expert', wasn'.t it?

S: the one I liked the most.

Working wit,: the expert and then working with a

hypothesis ries seemed to be... if equally
spaced them out then it would be better.

E: I guess we didn't tell vou guys anything about
the hypothesis evaluator until today. How did you
find that?

S: I thow.,.t it was good because it saved points.
rEveryone laughs.] I thought it was kind of a
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crutch too because it's like if you were in lab
and every time you asked a question you turned
around and asked the teacher, well could this be
wrong, could that be wrong? He could say 'yes',
and give you an explanation for this, 'yes', give
you an explanation for that. Maybe you sh...-uld
limit the amount of questions you could ask about
a certain component. I think if you une that a
lot in the beginning, you might tend to rely on it
more than your own.

E: Except that you see this a teaching situation.
We could imagine -some realistic situations where
you talked to other people.

..Well I ould se that but maybe you should
put in a handicap. Start out letting the person
ask it any amount of times ifter say three or four
sessions only every other time or something. Some
kind of a handicap. because that way the person
tends to use his own head. If the person finds
out that he's vsing more and more time. usinR more
of a cost...

E: To turn it around u think that by doing a
hypothesis evaluation you, get a lot of
informat:on.

E: You get a lot of information. yes, but I would
have rather gotten that out of my head.

S: But, that seems a little bit strange because
you've got a lot of information because the idea
you hau in your head had certain problems with it.

S: Okay, but if I ever wanted to ask the same
question again, I could just go back and ask the
same question, whereas I should have remembered it
from the first time I asked it.

S: r remembered it enough so you wouldn't have to
.t again.

E; Do you think you learned a lot from ,looking
__carefully at. what -the hypothesis evaluator was
telling you?

S: 'tea, I suppose. But I did find myself going
back and checking over what I had asked before.

E: What about you?
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I didn't rind myself anKing the same questions
ton many times, but I found myself asking a lot of
stubil questions. I even knew they were stupid
wrier; : wan asking tnem but I was just frustrated
and 1 Knew it wasn't going to cost me any points
so : asked them anyway. When it tells you that it
will come hack and Fay it does not agree with this
fault and it will give you some reasons. Well.
sometimes you can pick up a choice little sentence
out ot tnose reasons that will lead you to what it
really is, so I was just asking anything and
'everything without getting charged points because
I h;id no ilen what was wrong. I just couldn't
find it, that was on tne 112 fault.

E: And you?

pretty much the same.

E: 3o you don't have anything in particular you
think we should stress but maybe we should spend
more time switching back and forth between the
expert and then letting you debug the circuit
yourself, with the tivn-,-.hesis evaluator active.

S: 'cilowing up the r'ircuits I thought or causing
them to blow up came a little early in the game as
Car as I was concerned because I figured that the
reason why you wanted us to do that was so that we
could follow back and !of, now doing something to
one component would go back and cause a fault
here, cause a fault there and Collow it along the
line. I didn't have that much of a working
knowledge of the circuit wh.1 we were doing that
and so I didn't get as mucn out of it. Maybe if
we'd waited a week or so later. I would have been
able to follow it a. lot easier, like today. The
idea is that you predict if you want a certain
thing-:::to blow up you predict by doing. you know.
you think that this is going to do it because of
that, but if you don't know how it works you can't
really do it.

E: And doing it early didn't really help you
understand how the circuit worked.

s: ao, just-like. well I'll try shorting that out
and see what it does.

S: Someth'ny's got to give!

S: Yea. right, you know it's going to do something
you ju:A don't know exactly what.

8 9
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S: If you get the right component, you're lucky.

E: Specifically, was it useful for you to go from
the functional stuff into debugging and then back
into the functional stuff. Remember you did the
stuff with the expert and then you did some
debugging then we put you back on the expert.

-=7

S: Yea.

E: What did you get out of that, that ynu wouldn't
have gotten if we hadn't gone back.

S: I was able to stcp and think of what the guy
was actually talking about cause if you listen to
the expert constantly, you might tend to just
block out what he was say,ng. because the computer
has a certain amount of repetition in its
statements and yla tend to just skip over it and
you might skip over a valid point in between that
and another statement.

E: Were you more prepared to accept and listen to
what the expert is saying because you've
experienced some of the troubles yourself in
troubleshooting it?

S: Right.

E: You guys feel that way too?

S: Yeb

S: I thought you learned a lot more when you came
back to the Expert: you understand why he was
doing it. The first time we went through with the
expert he was just amazing he just did everything
so flawlessly. ! I now suspect this and that'.s out
because I did this. If he had the total cost on
it, he probably could come up with a 5 on the most
complicated error in the thing. After we went on
it and we were trying to debug something ourselves
and you try to think of what he did, you know, and
you aren't necessarily following the proper logic
you're just doing what he did. Just blindly
following him. After we came back the second
time; -I think I got a lot more out of it.

S: We had a little more knowledge on the working
circuit.

E: Do you think if we'd actaally had you go back
.to read the lesson text maybe the second or third

9 '0
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day in the program that it would have helped you
too?

We had a chance to skim over it again the
second week.

3: B'it I don't know about anyone else. tut as far
as I was concerned with that circuit and booklet,
I tend to read things and not always get
everything out of what it's saying. So. if
someone had sat down after we read over it,
alright, and somebody said this is this and this
this and this is this then they interact in this
way. then I might have followed it a lot faster
'ind Quicker than.just reading i myself. Cause it

-I completely a new circuit to me. I had a.
id.ea of how it worked but I didn't have a

total ideal of all the interactions that went on.

S: I thought the booklet was pretty helpful but
being in ,an electronics school, cause you could
help more , in understanding a circuit. For
somebody that was just starting out it would be
different material and you would learn a lot more
out of it.

E: Anybody that's been through the
already?

S: My father's in the military.

military

E: But I mean none of you have been- through the
military training

S: Not through electronics training. no.

Okay. When we first announced this experiment.
I guess 'some kid read the announcement in your
-classes. you probably came because you heard we
were going to pay you some money. Were you
surprised by what you got out of it? Did it turn
out to be more enjoyable than you expected or
worse than you expected or...

S: No, it did turn out a lot different.

S: I didn't know what it was going to be .and I

thought maybe )1,ou wanted us to do some work. and I
mean actual work:. I mean that's usually what
you're paid for, is doing some work. Getting in
here. it_was -kind of strange that we were just
sitting here talking about these computers sort
of.

The course was



S: Yea it was fun.

S: It was fun

E: You found it as much fun as lab course?

S: Well a lot more than a lot of them.

S: When you take, like in our lab courses, we can
get hung up on circuit consruction. and someone
might have stuck a capacitor in backwards and it's
not working. You can do all sorts of tests that
something's wrong and then you find out vou scope
is uncalibrated or something like that.

S: Plus making a lot of bad components, they buy a
large quantity and they get them cheap from
Teledyne and stuff like that, and they don't
always work right. They assume ttat it always
works right but it doesn't always. You might
spend 4 hours in a lab just finding out that you
had something stuck in,backwards or something. Or
that the component was bad and that tends to
frustrate you. Whereas in here you don't have to
worry about that because it sort of aoes unsaid
that everything is going to work okay, as long as
the program works everythina else will work okay.

E: So you think that this was a more compact.
learning experience, when you compare this with...

S: Streamlined would be a better way...

E: So. relative to three or four lab experiences
you found out you might have learned a lot more
here?

S: [All respond yes]

S: Compared to three or four lab experiences and
one for lab. yea I think so.

S: I think if they gave us the same power supply
in school and asked us to troubleshoot it we
wouldn't have got half as much out of it nor would

we-- have been able to make heads or tails of it
very quickly.

S: We'd probably spent the first hour and a half
.of the thing just trying to take the case off of
it or mething or they'd find the nuts would te
rusted up to no one c. -ld find a screw driver,
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little thinw5.

Monotonous things.

E: Did you talk to people in the other session5:

E: How would you see this sort oC tning fitting SOPHIE as part of a curriculu
into a curriculum?

S: I think it would be good. It would be a nice
thinq to be able to set up at school, so that say.
have it once a week or something if you go in or Good - would like to have it
maybe even at your leisure. Or, you could have it available over a period of
for credit. It would be a nice thing to set up on
your own so you could practice debugging but it
also would be wood if you could-set up an actual
program where it went progressively. Increasing
and make things harder and used different
circuits, whatever. It'd be a good thing for
credit also.

S: I wrote in the evaluation that it should
progress to something harder. I'd like to go on
and ir you were continuing with this I'd like, not
that I could master this program now that I could
find any fault in a matter of seconds or anything
like that. but I'd like to go on to something
harder. The way you had it all set up into
'functional blocks for us. You analyzed each
block, how they interact, what causes this and
that. I'd like to go onto. instead of another
power supply, something more complicated. I don't
know exactly what. WouIC you consider a radio
more complicated?

-S: Maybe a TV or an amplifier

S: I don't really know. I don't know what the
equipment would be. but something more
complicated. I liked it a lot. I liked the format
of it.

E: A radio in some sense is actually easier.

S: Yes in some sense.

S: Probably a lot of them. When I first wrote it
down I don't know if I wrote it in the program or
not. I was thinking along the lines of test
eduipment and lab equipment that we used in the
lab becaJrie we have a power supply in our bench.

9 3
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And we were working with a power supply here. The
thing that came into my mind, but it might be too
complicated is something like a oscilloscope.

E: See one of the troubles with a radio or a TV is
that they're awfully similar one to another; it
doesn't matter what brand it is. There's sort of
a standard ix transistor radio and there's a
standard vacuum tube TV. So there's a set of
things vou dc, if you've ever fixed a few TV's you
have some stock things that you know about.

S: And a schematic will get you through.

E: It' not just that but if it rolls
incessantly, or there's no picture or there's no
sound and there is a picture there are these
charts and if you've done a little bit of that.

S: You check it out and you go to that place and
all this.

E: Yes, and because that's sort of in the common
domain,, a set of rules like that might make it
very hard to find out what motivates the rule.

S: Yes, but you like to understand the logic
behind them not just looking down a chart, you
know, if this is wrong go to this section and do
that. You like to 94erstand why. That's why I
liked that expert comihg in and explaining what he
was doing. You know, what you have done is wrong.
and I'll tell you why, it would conflict with this
measurement or it would screw up this tran:Astor.
or something like that.

S: I know one thing, if I had done it on a day to
day basis, like say during the vacation week we
had, I would have picked it up a lot faster,
because having a week in between also has a week
of prohlems in between. You tend to forget about
this until the day you walk in here, you don't
even think about it. It's just something, you're
still worried about the lab before. So if it were
a day to day basis. I woulc probably pick it up,
and if it was straight 8 hours. I know that's kind
of impractical, but if it were 8 hours of it I'd
really pick it up fast.

E: You don't think you'd get saturated with it and
want to...
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S: Ah. there'd probably be a point where you wouldget saturated but I think a longer session than 3hours if I. could have kept on maybe 6 hours.
without being saturated.

S: Probably tell SOPHIE a few choice words after a
while.

\ Would you guys be interested in participatingin future experiments.

S: Oh. definitely

S: Definitely.

S: Very much so.

8 8
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iJ i..xperirteht

In cr.!,.r t: d,.tor7ino what students could learn from
the onvironrent in a highly compact, intense session,
wo .lesinod a !ix-hcur mini-course which consisted of most
cf the letiviti,-,s used in the four-day mini-course. In
additin to the scheduled sequence of activities we
adrini:Itored a pro- and post-test to assess what was learned
Wirirt' this shrrt oxposure.*

To ,,xperiment was structured as follows: First
stu,Ients rrom the same technical institute as the earlier
vroups avreed to participate in an eight hour
troubleshoouing experiment to be conducted on a Saturday.
They were paid for participating. At 9 o'clock they arrived
and were .-iven a brief overview of the day's activities.
They were then given the instruction booklet to study for an
hour. While s,tudyinr the booklet, they were encouraged to
ask questions and talk over (among themselves) any issues
they didn't understand in the booklet. This helped bring
everyone up to the same level of understanding. The two
experimenters were mostly absent from the study room during
this period.

Following the study period, an informal recitation was
given covering troubleshooting strategies, feedback circuits
and subtle aspects of the IP-28. Then a troubleshooting
pre-test was administered using SOPHIE. This test consisted
of two exercises, each involving the student locating a.
fault in the IP-28. In order to minimize any of their

. anxieties in having to use SOPHIE for the first time and
simultaneously take this troubleshOoting test, we had each
subject write in English on a 3x5 card whatever measurement
he wanted to make. The experimenters would then type the
question (measurement) into SOPHIE thereby showing him
explicitly how to use SOPHIE.** We limited the total time
for these troubleshooting exercises to one hour and if the
subject was obviously petting nowhere on the first fault,
we encouraged him to move onto the second.

*We consider such a short session to be the least favorable
conditions under which -o use this system, since this
environment has been designed to stress "understanding" as
opposed to rote procedure following. Nevertheless we wanted
to determine what could be learned under these adverse
conditions.
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%ext t.here a lur tre.ik rellewed by brier
wnitten test which attempt.d t, lualitative knowledge

tne (:'ec Appendix rer both the pre-
::tudent:.; then engaged in their second

FHIE. aetivity using the F.xpert 1,ebuggor. They used
;i2 stem For seven runs, inserting a f.qult in each of the

..even functional blocks. Arter the Fxpert kchugper located
4ne Faulty functional module, they were instructed to pick

, where the Fxpert left.orr and lccate the actual fault
inside the given block -- thus providing them with
experience with local troubleshooting which complemented the
functional block approach of the Expert.

Following this activity they were given a fault to
troubleshoot by themselves, without the assistance of the
Expert. Then they were split up into tWo-person teams and
given two more faults to troubleshoot. During the team
exercises they were encouraged to discuss their
troubleshooting strategies and understanding of the IP-28 as
much as they wanted.

Ey this time there was an hour left which was used for
a two part post-test. As in the pre-test, they were given
two faults to troubleshoot (on an individual basis) and then
a written post-test.

.

Eesults

(.:ur reactions to the results Gf the one-day experiment
nre mixed. On the one hand, we have demonstrated clearly
that significant learning takes placr in a short time using
the extended SOPHIE 'system. As wi:1 be shown below, test
scores improved as a result of only t,-.ee hours of using the
system. Further, time to troublcot a fault went down
dramatically durinF this short exposur,2 to the system. On
the other hand, the students clearly enjoyed the coUrse less
than th..e other three groups did. The one-day people said
that the.ir heads were spinnintl, that we were trying to teach
them too much in too little time. Their saturation point
had been reached. They felt the experience to be valuable,
but too intense.

The written tests were designed to test teleological
understandinF of the IP-28 power supply. Given symptoms in
a particular circuit, students were asked to make hypotheses

.**We noW feel that this provides the best way we have yet
foilnd to introduce naive users to the system. Usually by
the third measurement each subject felt so confident in
using SOPHIE that he would disregard nur explicit
instruc'ions to wait for us and just type in his requests at
his own pace.
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wni-h would explain thc symptoms. Thre. different circuits
wf?re used: a fictitious simple power supply circuit similar
t(- part of the IP-28, a block-diagram IP-28, and an actual

circuit. Thus, hypotheses in terms of functional
blocks and actual component faults were solicited. The
tests were intentionally hard enough that no one would get
everything -- .the test measures a wide range of abilities,
and thus no student topped or bottomed out in either pre- or
pcst-tests.

Two tests, designated V and W, were used. Tley were
cross-over, so that half of the students took V as a
pre-test and W as a post-test. The remaining students took
the tests in reverse order. Care was taken that students in
difrerent groups did not discuss the tests with each other.
Croover allowed us to ensure that pre- and post-tests were
of equal difficulty.

9 8
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Raw :cores for the tests were followr:*

V test: 2b.5, 21, 30.5, 235
W test: 18, 28.5, ?4, 2(

Averave scores for the two test forms were:

V 27.6
W 2f .f

Thus, both tests were of approxirately equal difficulty.

In terms of pre- and post-tests, raw scores were as
follows (of a possible 46 points):

Student Pro- Fw:t- Delta

A 1F, 26.5 1.8.

21 26.5 +7.
?.9. +5..5

"2". 26 +2.5

All scores improved from pre- to post-test. The mean
standard deviation and t-statistic for the Deltas are:

D = 46.00
SD .7 2.65
t 4.54

Thus, at the .95 level of significance, the students
improved in their ability to make correct fault hypotheses
given a set of symptoms.

The other standard for comparison of student
performance we present here is to troubleshoot a fault
using SOPHIE. We compareleach s --?ot's work on the same
fault before and after the t H of his work with SOPHIE.
Note that students had a chance -et used to SOPHIE before
the first of these faults. Iderl'icy of faults was concealed
from the students: The duplicat:! :-Iults were includPd with.
others so that students woulo be unaware that one fault
recurred.

*One student did not do the pcst-test.
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All students improved dramatieally. The average improvement
was 11.3 minutes, an improvement of 141 percent. Again, this
chancre is significant at the .05 level.

Cualitative improvement in troubleshooting was alsomlrked. Consider the measurements made by student C in his
first attempt at fault 0F (C6 shorted):

*unly threestudents did the pre- and post-fault test.
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Eirst

FAHLI IN2,EPTEI)
THE UHTE'UT V(ITAGE I. -4.7 MILLIV 11S.

heasonahle CirFt reaurement -- external symptom.
. THE VOLTAUE AT Nr: IS -4.7 MILLIVOLTS.

,. THE :iTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE DC SOURCE IS 49.3 VOLTS.
'IHC VOLTAGE AT Nt IS -4.7 MILLIVOLTS.
THE VOLTAGE OF THE CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE IS 0.0 VOLTS.

These four measurements represent a signal-tracing
approach to the problem. The method has some merit,
but it ignores the role of feedback in the circuit.
Measurement 4 is inside the Darlington Amplifier,
providinF little information.

t. THE VOLTAGE AT THE COLLECTOR OF Q4 IS 49.3 VOLTS.
Redundant -- same test point as measurement 3.

7. THE VOLTAGE AT N3 IS 11.5 VOLTS.
THE VOLTAGE AT N2 IS 47.n VOLTS.

q. THE VOLTAGE AT THE COLLECTOR OF Q2 IS 0.0 VOLTS.
These three measurements are inside the CCS block, but

no evidence of CCS failure has been obtained.
(Measurement 5 is inconclusive on this point.)

10. THE OUTPUT CURRENT OF THE CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE IS -.6
MILLIAMPS.

This means that the CCS block is OK -- useful
information.

11. THE HASE CURRENT OF C4 IS 0.0 AMPS.
And that none of the CCS output current is going into
the Darlington Amplifier (DA).

12. THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF 06 IS 0.0 AMPS.
Or into the Current Limiter (CL),

1. THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Q5 IS 0.0 AMPS.
Or into the Voltage Limiter (VL).

14. THE CURRENT THRU C6 IS .61 MILLIAMPS.
Only remaininF place for the current to be going.
Confirming (unnecessary) measurement.

C6 REPLACED
15. THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS V).1 VOLTS.

Verifying that the symptom has been eliminated.
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:tudont C

Fault eccrd Test

FAULT INSi.PTEl

1. TH.: VOLTAGE IS -1:.7 MILLIVOL1.
Reasonable -- observe external symptom, as before.

. THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF THE VOLTAGE REFERENCE SUPPLY IS
2().0 VOLTS.
Good functional measurement -- checking the voltage
regulation mechanism.

THE OUTPUT CURRENT OE THE CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE IS -.6MILLIAMPS.
Good functional measurement -- is there current for the
feedback regulation mechanism to operate.

It. THE EASE CURRENT OF THE DARLINGTON IS 0.0 AMPS.
Is any of this current going to the Darlington
Amplifier, as it'should be?

THE EASE CURRENT OF C6 IS 0.0 AMES.
Frobably meant collector of C6 -- mistyped?

r. THE COLLECTOR CURRENT OF Cul) 15 0.0 AMPS.
Is it poinp into the Voltape Limiter?

7. THE CURRENT TWO CE IS .61 NILLIANIFS.
Confirming measurement -- must be shorted capacitor.

THE MEASURED RESISTANCE OF C6 IS 0.0 OHMS.
Second confirming measurement -- apparently just trying
a new questi()-1.

Cf FEFLACFL

TUF LUTEUT VLLTAGE IS .0.1 VOLTS.

The above scenarios show a dramatic qualitative
i-provement. The first is characterized by a lack of
overall strategy and an insensitivity to the teleology of
tne instrument. The second is much more systematic, showing
Lne clear influence. of the Expert Debugger. Measurements
.ire at the inputs and outputs of functional blocks until the
17.oatir:n of the fault becomes clear. Measurements inside
rkihg t.locks have been completely eliminated.
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C,J4CLU:'1oN

'At2 have described herl, .1 set of extensions to the
system, the structure ct. ,1 short course in electronic

troubleshooting, and a serie.7, of formative experiments to
evaluate the one in the context of the other. We have shown
ty example that sophisticated rtificial intelligence-based
systems and frame-oriented system can complement each other
t , rood advantage. We have constructed a learning
environment which is rich, open ended, and at the same time
structured in a way which,make:1 it easily exploitable.

We believe that eacn the components of the learning
-nvironment presented here has been shown to be of value.
The written lesson materials described in Chapter 2 were
very well received, r.oviding a solid hasis upon which to
t:uild the remainder of the troubleshooting and electronics
cnur:m. The two team troubleshootinF Fames were extremely
successful, as was the xpert ;ehugging Interaction.

sson Materials

Cur students in the experiment praised the written
lesson material highly. We are developing a theory of
presentation for teleological knowledge. The lesson
raterial represents our attempt to, use our evolutionary
desirn m,taphor for communicating how and why a circuit is
structured the way it is. In future work, we hope to refine
and Letter articulate this theory so that it can be applied
more generally.

1 o-Team Came

The two-team troubleshooting Fame was successful in two
ways. First, it proved to be an effective learning
situation. The students took readily to the competitive
aspect of the game, ,increasing their already high
motivation. Competition in-the game is a tool which allows
us to Airect student attention to areas of the interaction
we wish to stress. In particular, inventing devious faults
is a productive activity. It exercises all of the student's
knowledre of 'the teleology and symptomatology of the
instrument. Similarly, having to set up the instrument's
controls to eviden_e a symptom calls on one's ability to
predict consequences of faults. Fy adjusting the rules of
th, tw:-tar we have been able to emphasize just those
lotivities which we consider most useful in extending the
lepth (f' student understanding.
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:he second suect;sit the two-team gam', that itJive:. us new acess to the thinking (.:f _udeh,n as they.ivel;-p their own mod-ls of eleetr.)nir-s and treuhleshooting.l-efre discovering this method, we had relied'en protocol.inalyc.is and the introspective reports of troubleshooters.Unfortunately, introspection usually does not yield goedinformatici about misunderstandings er even strategy. LAyrecording a pair of students working cn a fault, we get ai'reat deal of highly useful information. Team players arefar less self-conscious than single "informants." They makeAnd defend hypotheses, explair thinrs to each other, andplan strategies. We plan to use this method of viewing
1,.tudents' developing world models extensively, inconjunction with debugging protocols, to develop morerefined automated procedures for diagnosing and correctingstudent errors and misunderstandings in the learningenvironment.

Expert

The -xpert-' iebugging Interacti-n, similarly, is aproductive augmentation of the basic SIIPHIE lab environment.Well received, it g'ves student expcure to an articulateand proficient debugger. Studan.ts foLnd the interaction tobe interesting anci r..?vcaling cf gencral troubleshootingstratery and of the characteristics of the instrument underJest. The Expert is implemented using a carefully builtdebugging tree, augmented by text frames which explainstrateFy, logic, and concicsions. As such, it represents anadvanced, frame-oriented CAI sub7system. Suchframe-orientd programs can be integrated into a largerenvironment which contains sophisticated AI-based programs,games, and other activiti.s. The Expert DebuggingInteractin provides activities in the SOPHIE environmentwhich complement the laboratory. The two activities, incombination and alternation, are More effectiVe than eitherwould be alone. The Expert provides a directiveintroduction to hob.: to troubleshoot and how to make use ofthe SOPHIE lab. The lab, on the other hand, providessituations which challenge the student's debugging and
electroniCs 'Understanding, making what the Expert has to say
more interesting and relevant.

Although in its current implementation the expert is apurely extensional system, we are developing a generative
version which promises to te far more flexible. Thisdeveloprent is only possible because of the experiencegained in building the extensional system first. Thegenerative system we are building will adapt to the state ofknowledge and comprehension of the student. It will beimplemented usinv production rules, a technique whichpromise:3 substantial flexibility. Although some of the
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text printed by the new :;yt,r, will be "canned," the
remainder will be generated. We bebe that many or the
expinations we provide will he :yirt!Thsized as needed, using
advanced models or how to e.xplain -ircuit interactions and
debuiwing strategy.

The Expert sub-system is expected to scale up well.
The compixity of circuit and .-Arategy which can be built
into an extensional system is limited by practical
considerations -- one has to write a great deal of text and
think out a large number of contingencies. Our generative
system, however, should be able to .cope with more complex
circuits and a range of debugging strategies. We expect
that the new system will he able to deal with a variety of
circhits, and will not be limited to DC analysis.. The logic
Olpl.oye0, can be applied as easify to AC Circuits, circuits
itiWhich transient's, distortion, waveforms, and noise are
important, and to other technologies such as digital
circuitry and microwaves.

Finally, the Expert system is susceptible to scaling
down as well as up. Since the faults which it introduces
into the circuit can be a finite, pre-determined set without
damage to the interaction, circuit simulations could be
pre-computed instead of generating them on-the-Fly, as is
done new. The demands upon computing resources which remain
are so modest that the resulting system could be implemented
easily on a small computer with sufficient file access. We
plan'-to, experiment in this dimension as well. One
configuration which we have, considered employs an
intelligent terminal to execute the Expert program. File
storage could be provided on-line to the t.,rminal, or via a
time-shared interaction with a larger host. Such a
configuration could be very economical immediately.

Mini=courses

Several conclusions may be drawn from the formatfve
learning experiments performed ih the extended SOPHIE
environment. By experimenting with format, we have
determined that a single, concentrated exposure to our
troubleshooting and electronics material may well be a poor
way to teach it. Instead, a somewhat longer exposure,
spread out over a greater elapsed time, seems to be more
effective. The experience of the SOPHIE environment may in
fact induce a major reorganization of the student's
understanding of electronics and debugging. Such a shift of
model takes time to assimilate. Thus, a single day
concentrated exposure is inappropriate. Rather, a day a
week for several weeks, or a few hours a day for several
days seems to be a preferable schedule.
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An important area of concern to us is the role ofinstructors in a SOPHIE-based learning onvironment. Webelieve that a well desiimed system will allow the labinstructor to chanpe the way he'interacts-with his 'students.The computer system is able.to. help students7-pinpoint theirown problems by example (the Expertand, ty explicit
counter-example (lab hypothesis evaluation). J,hus, the labinstructor is not required to track each student'smeasurements. Instead, when a student is having trouble,
the instructor can make use of SOPHIE facilities to point toareas which need further explaining, or sugge:St SOPHIEactivities to the student to shed lipht on his problem. Forexample, the instructor might recommend that a student
experiment with an instrument with a particular Fault before
proceeding with his immediate problem. SOPHIE's greatestweakness at the moment is that it cannot follow up on errorsor hypothesis evaluations. One pf the roles of aninstructor in the SOPHIE environment is to provide this kindof followup, and to suggest particJlar activities within
the environment which he thinks will be beneficial.

Thus, the instructor plays an essential role in thetotal learning environment. To be able to carry out his
part, the instructor must be a competent troubleshooter. Hemust have a good intuitive feel for the electronics involvedin the instruments under consideration. The SOPHIEenvironment allows him to be of more service to more
students than he would otherwise be. Put because he isresponsible For clearing up misunderstandings beyond the
scope of the computer system, the success of students in the
lab who are having the most difficulty will depend heavily
on him.

Much to cur surprise, several students commented thatthey thought the mini-e,:iurse taught logical skills beyondthose of troubleshooti, rer se. They thought that general
problem-solving str-t s were being learned. In
particular, we were u- ! high level model approach which
proCeeds by decomposin.. wncle systems into functional units.
The interactions of these components reflect both their own
implementation at a lo4er level and the behavior of the
system at a higher level. Viewed in these terms, the
troubleshooting and model-building experience gained with
SOPHIE may in fact be applicable in many other domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The power supply which you will learn in this lesson is
the Heathkit IP-28, a good example of an electronically
regulated, solid state, laboratory power supply.

The approach used here in explaining how the IP-28
functions will be to start with a broad general description
of the requirements that must be met by circuits which are
to behave as a power supply and to progress in stages to an
explanation of the actual circuits used in the IP-28.

In the intermediate stages we'll describe the circuits
as functional modules which do specific jobs. These
functional modules are the "blocks" of the block diagrams
with which you may be familiar. After considering the
functional structure of the IP-28, we shall consider circuit
details, first by lookinF at simple circuits, and, finally,
by developing these circuits into the actual working
electronics of the IP-28.

II. PASIC REQUIREMENTS .0E A REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

The primary function oC a power supply is to change the
alternating current of power utilities to direct current.
You probably already know that this conversion is
accomplished by a rectifier which changes alternating
current into pulses of unidirectional current followed by a
filter which smooths out these pulses into a steady direct
current.

A rectifier and filter can thus be thought of as a
power supply, as shown in the functional diagram of Fig. 1.

mmr11CACr

RECTIFIER -1 FILTER DC OUT

A.C. IN

.
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But this type of rectifier filter combinatic,n i by itselfvery unsatisfactory because its DC output is not verysteady. It changes under the influence of many externalfactors such as amplitude of input AC voltage, temperature,
and, particularly, as th -. load current changes. Since
modern electronic equipmerr. requirer very steady voltages, a
sophisticated power supply like the IP-28 needs to haveadditional circuits to stabilize the voltage provided by a
simple rectifier and filter, and to provide the facility tovary it. These additional circuits are called the power
supply's regulator. Fig. 2 is a functional diagram of a
regulated power supply.

RECTIFIER FILTER

FIG. 2

REGULATION
a

CONTROL

Most of the complexity of the 1P-28 resides in these
functions of regulation and control, so let's begin by
taking a first look at how a reFulator works.

REGULATORS

There are many kinds of regulators. We shall be
concerned mainly with a class of regulators called active

.

regulators. This is because they maintain the supply's
output voltage constant by actively doing something. If,
for any reason, the output voltage departs from its nominal
or required value, these types of regulators react in a
manner which returns the output voltage to where it should
be. It is clear that in order to accomplish this active
adjustment of output voltage to compensate for perturbations
caused by changing load and otner factors, regulators must
be able to do two things.

First the regulator must be able to somehow vary the
cutput voltage. Second, the regulator must be able to sense
any deviation of the output voltage from its required value.
These two functions are performed by most if not all
regulated power supplies. There are many ways of
implementing these functions, each leading to a particular
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classification of r-gulator such as "ories regulator",
"shunt regulator", "switching regulator", etc. Perhaps you
have heard about these.

In this lesson we shall consider only the Series
regulator or :Ieries-pass PeFulator because the IP-28 is an
example of this particular type. In the next section we
shall see why it is so called.

We have already mentioned that a regulator must be able
to vary the output voltage of the supply. The regulator
accomplishes this variation by means of a REGULATING
ELEMENT. In Fig. ? below is shown a typical way of using a
.regulating element to vary the output voltage of a supply.

[
--0"Wv-----
fiEG.ELF.ril!T I

RECTIFIER - FILTER ItI

-f

LOA D

i L
_

DC SOURCE
I

i REGULATON
L.. .......1 L

FIG. 3

As you can see, the regulating element is shown as a
variable resistance placed in series with the load. This
seriea arranFement is the reason why such a regulator is
called a Series regulator. By varying the effective
resistance of its regylatinF element, the Series regulator
is thus able to vary the voltage delivered at the load
according to the laws of simrle voltage divider action.

Fig. ? is incomplete aA a basic functional description.
It does not show how the reFulating element is controlled.
Obviously there is no little ran inside the supply cranking
the slider of a rheostat. There are, however, circuits
which do this job of controlling the regulating element,
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and, for the moment we shall lump them all into tunctioncalled the CONTROLLER.

Now, how does the CONTROLLER know that the outputvoltage has strayed and needs readjusting? The answer issimple. It is told by another function which senses theoutput voltage and compares it to a REFERENCE voltage.
Fig. 4 shows these additional functions.

.
DC

SOURCE

REG E.1

FIG. 4

We are now in a pOsition to summarize briefly the basic
operation of a series regulated supply. Please refer toFig. 4

The rectifier and filter change AC voltage into a DC
voltage which is applied to the load through a series
REGULATING ELEMENT whose effective resistance can be
adjusted. A COMPARATOR senses the output voltage source
Vref. If there is a difference between the two, aCONTROLLER adjusts the REGULATING ELEMENT until that
discrepancy disappears. This feedback action is continuous
and thus dynamically maintains the output voltage at the
desired value.

Paving summarized the functinal relation of series
revulated supplies in gcneNil we lre now ready to develop
the basic modules which make up the IF-2L
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FUNCTIONAL MODULES
SIMPLIFIED CIRCUITS

Having understood the underlying structure of the
IP-28, we can now proceed to a preliminary version
incorporating actual circuits.

Fig. shows a first realization of a power supply
built along the lines suggested by the basic functional
block diagram of Fig. 14. The circuits shown in Fig. 5 are
simplified versions of the real ones found in the IP-28 but
they work nevertheless and are useful as an intPoduction to
their more complex counterparts. The actual circuits of the
IP-28 do not differ in principle, but are more complicated
only for reasons of increased performance, overcoming
limitations of individual components, adding protection,etc.
We'll be getting to these circuits later, but for the moment
let's look at the ones shown in Fig. 5.

THE SERIES REGULATING ELEMENT

The regulating element of our f;implified power supply
is a single transistor C:r. Its collector is connected to
the output of the filter and its eritter toward the load.
The collector-emitter resistance of Or is thus placed in
series with the load. Since it is a property of a

transistor opc.rating in its active region that its collector
emitter resistance varies as the base current is changed, Qr
behaves effectively as a variable resistor whose resistance
is controlled by a current. As the base current Ib of Cr
varies, the voltage drop from the collector to the emitter
changes and consequently, the voltage applied to the load
changes according to a simple voltage divider action. We
have then our means of controlling the output voltage of the
power skipply. Now, it is irportant to realize that while Cr
does indeed behave like a current controlled variable
resistance, At nevertheless must still conform to the
requirerents of any transistor operating in its active
region as an arplifier. Thus, in a non-faulted functioning
circuit, Cr nas its base-emitter junction forward biased,
it collector-base junction reverse biased, and its
eollentcr eurrent related to the base current by:

lc
lb

where de current rain. (Remember this when;you begin to
troubleshoot the IF-28.)
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LuMPARIoN ANP REFERENCE

Fefore we discuss the CONTROLLER which varies the
(.01lector-emitter resistance of Cr let's see, with
referenee to Fig. 5, how an error or discrepancy signal is
generat.H in the IP-?8. This error signal you will recall
is what '.11s the controller to readjust the regulating
element Or in a N-IY which brings the output voltage back to
its required value. The runctional block diagram of Fig. 4
hows the error signal being generated by a mysterious
comparison block which accepts the output voltage and the

' reference voltage as inputs, and which outputs an error
:;ignal, presumably when the output voltage of the power
supply does not match the reference voltage. In the IP-28,
the comparison between output and reference voltages is
performed in a deceptively simple fashion: output voltage
and reference voltaFe are subtracted from one another by
simply "tucking" them, that is, by placirg them in series
with one another.

It may 13Q. ,,asier to see this if we redraw the pertinent
portion or to obtain Fig. 6 on the fullowing page.
Now it is elcr Fig. 6 that Vab, the voltage between
nodes A and P. which is applied to the controller, is'just

difference betweeh reference voltage . Vref and output
Vload. Therefore, when the output voltage rises

above Vref, Vab becomes positive and drives the controller.
The latter in turn adjusts Qr as we shall see shortly.

HEiEHENCF VOLTAGE SOURCE VREF

The primary requirement for Vref in this application is
that it he isolated or "floating". A hattery having the
required voltage would be suitable and could in fact be
wired intr, a circuit. Batteries do run down, however, so in
the IP-;'F, Vref is a complete pOwer supply all by itself. It
han A transformer, a rectifier, a filter, and of course a
revulator! For our implified power supply it is enough to
have VreC -onsist of the crudest type of nalf-wave
reotitier, capaitor, and zener diode as a passive
re.7u1lting element. This is shown below in Fig. 7.
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As we have seen, Vab is the result of the comparison
function. It is the job of the controller to accept Vab as
input and to translate this into a suitable compensating
drive for Cr, the regulating element. Reference to Fig. 5
shows the controller to be made of a CONSTANT CURRENT
SOURCE, consisting (for the time being) of only R11 and of a
control transistor 05. We shall make these two components
into two separate functional modules, the 'CC (for Constant
Current Source) and the VL (for Voltage Limitter). The
purpose of the constant current source is to maintain an
unvarying current Io flowing into junction X. We shall
postpone a discussion of how a good constant current works.
For the moment we just assume that a relatively stable
current .flows out of R11. It is important at this stage to'
realize that Io should never change in a properly
functioning circuit. Now notice that Io flows into junction
X and divides into two currents Ib and Ic. If transistor
05, the VL, is r, all of Io flows in the upper branch.
This condition presents the maximum drive to Or, causing the
latter's effective resistance to be the lowest possible. It
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is also the condition wider which the power supply deliversitn 7,iximUM current to the load. When 05 begins to conduct
as a result of positive drive voltage Vae beinF applied toits base, a portion of Io is diverted away from the base ofCr resulting in less drive to that transistor and. e
consequent increase in its collector emitter resistance.
The controller thus functions by using the.input voltage Vaeto vary the conduction through 05 which in turn shunts
current away from the base of Qr.

We have just discussed the circuits making up the major
functional blocks of our simplified IP-28. These are: the
Direct Current Source (DCS) made of a rectifier and filter
(which we won't describe since you are probably quite
familiar with these), the series regulating element (RE),
the constant current source (CCS), the Voltage Limiter (VL),
and the reference voltage source (Vref). Now we cansummarize the operation of the IP-28 in terms of these
circuits. Please refer again to Fig. 5.

UnreFulated DC voltage is applied to the load through
the collector-emitter path of Qr, the series-regulating
transistor. When the supply is first turned on, the output
voltage is zero and therefore less than the reference
voltage Vref. Vab is negative and Q5 completely cut off.All of Io thus flows into the base of Qr. At some point,
the output voltage becomes greater than Vref. At somepoint, the output voltage becomes greater than Vref causing
Vab to become positive. Cc begins to conduct and shuntscurrent away from the base of Qr. The voltage drop across
the collector and emitter of Cr increases as a result of the
decrease ,in base drive Ib and continues to decrease until
the output voltave stabilizes at some value very close toVref. Henceforth, the output voltage remains equal to Vref
and the regulating action just described acts continually to
maintain it at that value.

FUNCTIONAL MODULES
THE REAL IP-28

Ey new you should be thorouFhly comfortable with the
concepts involved in the simplified IP-28, so it is time to
consider the "real", more complex IP-28. Fig. 8 is a more
accurlto functional description of the actual IP-28. You'll
noti- that there are two additional functional blocksmci namely the CL and the OPF. Fig. 9 is the
schemAtic of the IP-28 and shows the complete circuits
inside each module.

The "real" IF-28 has:
a more complex regulating element
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a more complex current source
a more complex voltage reference
protective-circuits to limit maximum current out of
supply
controls to vary output voltage and current limits

In the next section we shall look at the reasons for this
increased complexity by considering one module at a time.

REGULATING ELEMENT (DA)

In the simplified IP-28 the regulating element
consisted of a single transistor Qr. If the supply-had o
deliver. 1 amp to the load and the output of the current
soUrce were .6 ma what do you think the beta of Or should
be?

Since Qr is operating in its active region, the ratio
of required output current to base drive is.about 1666.
Therefore Cr should have a DC current gain beta of at least
that much. Unfortunately, it is not possible to find
transistors having such high betas together with the
capacity to pass the Jarge currents necessary in this
application. A typical solution to this problem is to use
an additional transistor to amplify the current and this is
what is done to solve this particular problem in the IP-28.

In Fig. 9 you can .5ee Q4 as the current amplifier_ for
control current issuinc, out of the constant current source.
The drive current for CF, the series pass transistor, is
thus roughly the base current of Q4 multiplied by its B.
Such a connection of transistors to obtain larger current
gain is a classic one and known as the "Darlington
connection" or Darlington amplifier. Notice that the
addition of 04 has not changed our functional view of the
IP-28; in fact, unless one of the transistors is faulted you
can treat the two like you 'would a single transistor, as
shown in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10

Because of this "Darlington" connection of two
transistars to form the regulating element, we have renamed
this functional module the DA. In the schematic, Fig. 9,
you'll notice a few complications. R22 is added to keep the .

base-emitter junction of 04 forward biased or "on" when the
supply is very lightly loaded. Simple? Yes, but be
forwarned. There are subtle faults with strange symptoms
which can develop here. You might explore these
possibilities by asking Sophie to fault this region (perhaps
R22) and making measurements.

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE (CCS)

A glance at the schematic shows that the CCS, made up
of two transistors, 01 and 02, is considerably more
complicated than the CCS of the simplified supply which
consists of a single resistor RII.

However, before explaining the reasons for this
considerably increased complexity, it may be useful to pause
in our explanation of the functional modules in order to
discuss current sources. We did not say much about them
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r.

What are current sources? Current sources are
oompletely analogous to voltape sources but they do not
Lippear as frequently in our environment as voltage sources
do, so they may seem--sange at first. An ideal voltage
source delivers the same voltaFe to a load reFardless of the
load's value. Fig. 11 summarizes the behavior of a voltage
.;ource.

10 volt voltaae source
delivers 1 amp to
10 ohm load.

a)

loS),

When the load is changed
to 100 ohms, the voltage
source delivers 0.1 amp.
The voltage output remains
at 10 volts.

b)

FIG. 11 VOLTAGE SOURCE BEHAVIOR

In an analogous fashion, an ideal current source delivers
the same current to a load regardless of the value of the
load. This is shown in Fig. 12.
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= 1 AMP

lov

1 amp current source
deliyers 1 amp through
10 ohm load. Voltage
developed across load
is lx10 = 10 volts.

a)

OIMIN

I . 1 /Vel P

-100v

1 oo

When the load is changed to
100 ohms, the current source
continues to deliver 1 amp.
The voltage across the load
now rises to 100 volts!

b)

FIG. 12 CURRENT SOURCE BEHAVIOR

Most sources of electrical power are voltage source.
Batteries, power supplies, household outlets, etc., are all
voltage sources and exhibit characteristics summarized in
Fig. 11. If that is so, how does one make or obtain a
current source?

One way, perhaps the simplest, is to deliver power from
a voltage source to a load through a resistor that is very
much larger than the load itself as shown in Fig. 1.

13.1.
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The current in the circuit above primarily
determined by the 1K resistor because the load is so small.
If we change the load from 10 ohms to 15 ohm:; foo instance,
the current won't change very much, so it appears that the
10 ohm resistor is driven primarily by a current of 1 ma..

This is the approach taken in the "simple" version of
the 1F-28 (Fig. 5) in which the CCS consists of a single
resistor R11. Of course, this method of creating a current
source has disadvantages. It does not create a truly
unvarying source of current, and the large resistor causes a
correspondingly large voltage drop which results in a very
small current output and requires a very large voltage
source to start with.

Fortunately there are better ways to make current
sources. In fact, an ordinary transistor biased as a linear
amplifier behaves as a current source for its collector load
resistor. This is true because the collector current is
determined by the transistor's emitter-base bias, and,
within certain limits, nothing one does to the collector
load resistance can change the collector current.

The reason for this inherent in the way a transistor
works. You probably recall from elementary transistor
theory that the ccllector current is due almost entirely to
carriers which have been injected into the base region of
the transistor by forward biasing its emitter base junction.
These carriers have a polarity which causes them to be
"swept" into the collector circuit by the collector-base
bias voltage, and their flow through the collector is what
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we call the collector current. The collector current is
thus controlled only by the biasing of the emitter base
junction. This inherent characteristic of the',transistor is
shown graphically in Fig. 14.

Vce Vcc

Ib4

1b3

Ib2

Ibl Ib

FIG. 14

Vcc

:-+

Vce

Fig. 14 shows a family of collector characteristic
curves for an ideal transistor, as well as the load lines
for two different collector resistors. These curves are
plots of collector, current v. collector voltage for
various values of base current. You'll notice that beyond a
certain minimum value of collector voltage the collector
current remains constant with variations of collector
voltage for a given value of base current. Now, in Fig. 14,
you can see the effect of changing the resistance of the
collector load resistor. As the resistance increases, the
operating point of the transistor shifts from A to B. The
current through tere resistor thus remains the same while the
voltaFe across it rises.* Earlier we explained that this is
exactly what a resistance "experiences" when driven by a
current source; so you can now see how a transistor can
behave like a current source.

*The voltage across the resistor is the source voltage Voe
minus the collector-emitter voltage Vcc.
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(VL)

\

FIG. 15

Thus the amplifier shown n Fig. 15 will make a good currentsource for the IP-28 if instead of driving a collector load
resistor of A-P. as shown, it drives the VL ana DA of theregulator.

.Unfortunately reality is almost never as neat as ouridealizations of it, and the circuit in Fig. 15 above still
falls short of being a perfect current source. Inparticular, th ollector current does vary somewhat withload resistance uecause the change in collector-base voltagecaused by large variations of load resistance affects the
emitter-base circuit. This effect ill turn causes charnges inemitter current and consequently in the collector currenttoo.

A real transistor therefure generates curves which lookmore like the ones shown in Fig. 16 below. You'll noticethat they are not "flat" like those of the "ideal"transistor but tilt upwards, showing an increase in
collector current with collector voltage. A careful look atthe operating points A and B on these curves shows that the
current through an associated load resistor decreases
slightly as the resistance is increased. Because of this, a
real transistor approximates an ideal current source, but
doesn't, as you see, quite make it.

1.3 1
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Ib4
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Ib2

Ibl

To elitlinate suoh "second order" effects, the more
complex current source of the actual IP-28 incorporates an
additional transistor 01 which replaces Rx of the simpler
source. This is depicted in Fig. 17.
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FIG. 17

The additional transistor 01 behaves as an amplifier. .

If you study the configuration closely you will see that the
input to this amplifier is the voltage drop across R11
caused by the emitter current, 12, of the original current
source transistor. This amplifier's collector load resistor
is R9, and its collector current develops a proportional
voltage across R9. The voltage across R9 biases 02; if it
changes, so will the output current of 02. Now consider
what happens if a large decrease in collector load
resistance of 02 has caused an unwanted increase in 02's
emitter current. As I1 increases, 01 conducts more heavily
and, as a consequence, more current flows through R9. The
voltage across R9 thus increases. As a result, the bias on
02 decreases, and this in turn acts to decrease the emitter
current of 02.

The addition of 01, then, is a way of adding local
negative feedback to correct the deficiences of the single
transistor current source. Acting as an amplifier, 01
amplifies small variations across R11 caused by variations
in 02's emitter current and drives the base of 02 in a
compensatory direction; that is, it drives the base in a
direction which cancels the original charge. In this
manner, the emitter current of 02 is stabilized and this
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makes the collector current of 02 very constant. You'llprobably now recognize Fig 17 as being identical to the
current source schematic in Fig. 9.

VOLTAGE LIMITER (VL)

We have already explained the simple action of 05 as itdraws more or less current away from the control input of
the regulating element and have already called the modulecontaining 05 the VL or Voltage Limiter. The VL.in theactual 1p-28 is identical to the VL of our simplified IP-28.

VOLTAGE REFERENCE SUPPLY (Vref)

The voltage reference supply in Fig. 9 is an augmentedversion of the one in Fig. 5. T2, D3, Cl, R3 and D4 form a
half-wave rectifier, filter and zener diode regulator whichyou'll recognize to be identical to the reference supply of
the simplified IP-28. The other components D5, R5, R6, andC2 form an additional zener diode regulator which has been
cascaded with the first one.

Perhaps you are wondering why it is necessary to placea regulator after a regulator. The reason for this is that
the reference voltage source must be very very stable, sincethe output of the power supply can be no more accurate than
its reference voltage. If the reference voltage shifts, sowill the output voltage.

Now, the output fluctuation amplitude of a zener dioderegulator is at best about 1% of the fluctuation amplitudeat its input. If that is so, a second zener regulatorcascaded with the first will yield a fluctuation amplitude
that is 1% of 1% of the primary input fluctuations. Such afigure (.01%) is necessary for a reasonable referencevoltage source and this is the reason for the added
complexity of the actual reference supply.

CURRENT LIMITER (CL)

There is an additional function added in the real IP-28
which has not been covered by our previous discussion and
which has not been included in the simplified version. Thatfunction is a protective one. Since it is possible (by
short-circuit or suddenly lowered load resistance) to draw
excessive currents from the supply that would be damaging to
either the supply itself or to the circuits which it powers,
some means must be included to limit the current to a safe
value.
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06, R13, R14, and R15 form the additional module which
does the current limiting. Notice that the load current
passes through R11, R14, and R15 which have relatively low
resistance and that the voltage drop across these three
resistors is placed directly across the base-emitter
junction of 06. Clearly, this voltage drop will rise as the
load current rises. As long as this drop does not reach the
value of base-emitter voltage required to "turn on" 06, the
latter remains effectively out of the circuit. However,
when the output current of the power supply reaches a
certain value, the voltage drop becomes high enough to drive
Q6 into ar active state and collector current begins to flow
from the c,rrent source into the load.

Since the current source delivers a constant current,
there is less available to drive the regulating element and
the power supply shuts down, i.e. refuses to deliver any
more current. We should mention that when this happens, the
power supply undergoes a transition to a different mode of
operation. The main feedback element is now the chain of
resistors across the base-emitter of 06, and it senses
output current instead of output voltage. In effect, the
power supply has shifted mode and instead of operating as a

voltage source, it now operates as a current source (though
not a very accurate one). It is well worth your time to

study this transition using the experimental facilities of
SOPHIE.

OUTPUT FILTER (OPF)

The last module is the easiest to describe since it has
only two components, a very small series resistor (R16), and
a large capacitor (C5) across the output of the supply.
This module is the output filter (OPF) and as such it has,
strictly speaking, an "AC" function. We won't talk very
much about this AC function, because we .are primarily
interested in the DC. behavior of the supply. However,
please keep in mind that faults of the OPF have serious
consequences for the DC operation or the supply and this is

why it has been included in the functional diagram.

We have now covered all seven of the functional modules
(DCS, CCS, DA, VL, CL, OFF and VREF) into which the IP-28
has been decomposed. Such a decomposition greatly
facilitates troubleshooting of the supply. You will soon
have lots of practice in thinking in terms of these
functional modules when tryinF to f]nd a fault in the
instrument.
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CONTROLS

You have probably noticed that we have not yetdiscussed or introduced a way of adjusting the outputvoltage; or changing the current at which the supply limits,or of changing ranges of operations. This is best done now,at a point where, hopefully, you have a good grasp of therole of eah module in the operation of the supply as awhole.

The Voltage Control IVC1 and Voltage Range Switch

You have already seen that the regulator functions byadjusting the value of output voltage to equal (within asmall constant due to the input junction drops of the VL)the voltage of the reference supply VREF. Clearly if VREF
changed, so would the output voltage of the supply. Thus,varying the output of VREF is one way of varying the output
voltage. It is easy to do this by connecting apotentiometer across the output of the reference supply and"picking" of values of reference voltage from its slidingarm. You can see this in Fig. 8. Note that the VC is shown
as set to a position resulting in maximum output voltage.Gross changes in output are made by a switch (VR) which
changes the value of a dropping resistance in the referencesupply by shorting out one of that resistance's componentresistors. This switch is not shown in Fig. 8, but can beseen in the schematic in the vicinity of R5 and R6.

Current Control 1.1 and Current Range Switch iCR1

The value of output current at which the CL begins tolimit is determined by a string of three resistors throughwhich the output current flows. These three resistors R13,R14, and R15 are connected across the base-emitter junction
of the CL transistor 06. As you already know when thevoltage drop across these resistors reaches the turn-on
voltage of this base-emitter junction, the CL begins toconduct and "robs" the DA of its input current thus limiting
the output current of the supply. If these resistances- arelarge, the turn on voltage is reached at low curr.-nts, whileif they are low, the turn on voltage cannot be reached untilgreater amounts of current flow. A simple way to adjust thecurrent limit in then to make these resistances variable;and as you can see from the schematic, the CC is just a
variable resistance, while the CH is a switch which shortsout one of the resistors in its "high" range.
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APPENDIX C Pre- _nd Post-Tests for One-Day Experiment
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Name:

QUIZ V

Please look over this quiz before starting. You have

30 minutes to do 5 problems. If you do not know an answer,

just indicate that you don't know and go on. Please do not

guess. After trying each problem, you may wish to go back

and reconsider those problems which caused you difficulty.
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- VI -

In the following circuit, Diode D has been found to be bad.

But when it is replaced, it blows again. Please rate the

likelihood that each of the listed components is also faulted,

bearing in mind this symptom.

Could be
Component at fault

( )

111 ( )

R2 ( )

R3 ( )

C2

50,0d
C2

OUTPU1

Possible fault,
but unlikely

Could not
be at fault

Don't
know,

( ) ( ) ( ).

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
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- V2 -

Consider the following IP-28 Power Supply which has the indicated

symptoms. Which functional blocks could not be faulted? Which

ones could be faulted? What fault in each block might account

for the observed symptoms?

DC
SOURCE

(DCI)

4- NI DARUNGTON AMP

CONSTANT

CURRENT
SOURCE

(CCM

(08)

N8 CURRENT LIMITERri cce

CURRENT THROUGH
LOAD HIGH

OUTPUT
FH.TER Nil +

N4

ICU

VOLTAOE
LIMITER

t4-
IVO

(OPF)

P03 VC

+1 VOLTAGE
REFER
ENCE

SUPPLY

WM)

NO

Not
Block Faulted

DCS . ( )

CCS ( )

DARL ( )

VL ( )

CL

OPF
- ( )

Vref ( )

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH -CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 (T=1.0

LOAD--25Q

Could be
Faulted

0
NO

Possible Fault

nn

A
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-V3 -

Consider the following IP-28 Power Supply which has the indicated

symptoms. Which functional block's could not be faulted? Which

ones could be faulted? What fault in each block might account

for the observed symptoms?

VOLTAGE OK

+

DC
SOuRCE

(MS)

DARLINGTON AMP

(DA)

N5
CURRENT LIMITER

cc

CONSTANT

CURRENT
SOURCE

ICC S

(CL)

VOLTAGE
LIMITER

N4

(VU

N13

OUTPUT
FILTER

(OPF)

vC

OUTPUT vOLTAGE
TOO LOW

1411 77/.1

0

R-ZERO CURRENT

VOLTAGE
REFER

ENCE
SUPPLY 1K

(V REF) I A

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

Not Could be
Block Faulted Faulted

DCS ( ) ( )

CCS ( ) ( )

DARL ( ) ( )

VL ( ) ( )

CL ( ) ( )

OPF ( ) ( )

Vref ( ) ( )

3Z

4 j 4

Possible Fault



Given the measurements shown for the IP-28 circuit below, make

as many reasonable hypotheses as you can about what component

might be faulted, Make sure each hypothesis accounts for each

of the symptoms iW-the instrument. For each hypothesis, please

say what would be wrong with the part (shorted, emitter open,

value too large, etc.).

,NOCI NURSERS

'CURRENT
-CURRENT CONTROL

EENNETTO6' TRIMPOT

'CURRENT ,\
RNGE 51111CW

A dOA

-VOLTAGE
.- RANGE SWITCH'

ECR
`N.
1-4: LI 22 asi -ANv sv wA - 034

\TZIIIIPAR STUN 140 II
ow

/
.;

cl
.nvC
ct

SON
....10. 4,, ;,,ac

OS- OA ........

IOU

I
SIIV Sliv

VREF

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ESV

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

v ACROSS 04.56v

Possible component Fault mode
Fault (CB short, leaky, etc.)

Hl:

112:

H3:

H4:

115:
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-V5 -

Given the measurements shown for the IP-28 circuit below, make

as many reasonable hypotheses as you can about what component

mit,ht be faulted. Make sure each hypothesis accounts for each

of the symptoms in the instrument. For each hypothesis, please

.say what would be wrong with the part (shorted, emitter open,

value too large, etc.).

OUTPUT Or 0C3 . 30 V/iwOot Nolan
%MIENS

"UMW OCVITPICIL
OCVITP/01. TnimroT

Ian

k060

NOS SWITCH"
CUPtINNT

MI

2=1 0 .1
. MEW NIVIIM MAW

VOLT801
itugit SWITCH.

11

ac

OA Ct.

k050
MONT

I 0

"sat-

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

PIT.

III

n n
Is a It

.4i n int n ItOOA

In'
CI
Sou
SOV 4v 4

I

IIVII n 03

Pe vat

CI
000
soco

TI

a vpa

Possible component Fault mode
Fault (CB short, leaky, etc.)

Hl:

H2:

H3:

H4:

H5:
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Name:

QUIZ W

Please look oVer this quiz before starting. You have

30 minutes to do 5 problems. If you do not know an answer,

just indicate that you dOn't know and go on. Please do not

guess. After trying each problem, you may wish to go back

and reconsider those problems which caused you difficulty.
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- W1 -

In the following circuit, Zener diode Z has been found to

be bad. But when it is replaced, it blows again. Please rate

the likelihood that each of the listed components is also

faulted, bearing in mind this symptom.

I50,Lfd

1K 1K 1K

0 +

50kad

OUTPUT

0

Component
Could be
at fault

Possible fault,
but unlikely

Could not
be at fault

Don't
know

T ( ) ( ) (' ) ( )

Rl ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

R2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

R3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

D ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Cl ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

C2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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- W2 -

Consider the following IP-28 Power Supply which has-the indicated

symptoms. Which functional blocks could not be faulted? Which

ones could be faulted? What fault in each block might account

for the observed symptoms?

DC
SOURCE

vOLTAGE AT
N4 IS LOW,

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
; LOVS

NS PIC

CONSTANT

CUPSIDIT
SOURCE

MCI

(CL)

VOLTAGE
L(MITER

VL)

N)3

(COI)
VOLYAGE
REFER-

ENCE
SUPPLY

(ME)

NI
cURRENT OUT
V CO IS Olt

Not
Block Faulted

DCS ( )

CCS ( )

DARL ( )

VL ( )

CL ( )

OPF ( )

Vref.. ( )

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

Could be
Faulted

NO

Possible Fault
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-W3 -

Consider the following TP-28 Power Supply which has the indicated

symptoms. Which functional blocks could not be faulted? Which

ones could be faulted? What fault in each block might acccunt

for the observed symptoms?

DC
SOUPtE

(0CS)

+ NI DARLINGTON AMP

CONSTANT

CURRENT
SOURCE ko.

ICCS

(DA)

N5 CURRENT LIMITER
cc s

OUTPUT
FILTER

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
TOO HIGH

N II +
(CL)

voLTAGE
LIMITER

(VL)

NI3

(0PF) 1.%

vc

+1 VOLTAGE
REFER

ENCE
SUPPLY

hIVREF)

NO

Not
Block Faulted

DCS ( )

CCS ( )

DARL ( )

VL ( )

CL ( )

OPF ( )

Vref ( )

NO

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

Could be
Faulted Possible Fault

IK

0---
A
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Given the measurements shown for the IP-28 circuit below, make

as many rea;onable hypotheses as you can about what component

might be faulted. Make sure each hypothesis accounts for each

of the symptoms in the instrument. For each hypothesis, please

say tql,at would be wrong with the part (shorted, emitteiv, open,

value too large, etc.).

"CURREN'
" CURRENT CONTROL

CONTROL. TRIMPOT.

De

,P0On CCs

ocs

n n
An n )MI1

_tn.

a Ns

C2M.

211C4)11
nv

1

lit,

a I
1000 11

Pa

04,

72 WC

Ct
100o
/100v

A VREF

1011
OUTPUT CURRENT 12 AMPS

-0111,UT

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=100

PoscLble component Fault mode
(CB short, leaky, etc.)

Hl:

H2:

H3:

H5:
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Given the measurements shown for the IP-28 circuit below, make

as many reasonable hypotheses as you can about what component

might be faulted. Make sure each hypothesis accounts for each

of the symptoms in the instrument. For each hypothesis, please

say what would be wrong with the part (shorted, emitter open,

value too large, etc.).

DC 3 OUTISU' 0 VOL ,S

300SorusWIRS

AC

3

VI?

C

SOO o SOO
r

2

'CURRENT
CORR NT CONTROL
CONT 130C. TRIMPOT

VOL MC
%IRAK( SWITCH

v O4 .4) v

3,000 CCS

ocs

CI.

a
VI

3.

003S343
C037,0_.

I.

II U
1 13 a s

rI3 n fl$flI

Ct
Sao

_11.00

no
ucon

ny
1 '

4v

OS
Isoo n

no

Liv

OS

n voc

CI
*Jr.

VREF.

ou, nu? . ,00s

SETTINGS
VR=HIGH CR=HIGH
VC=1.0 CC=1.0

LOAD=1K

Possible component Fault mode
Fault (CB short, leaky, etc.)

H1 :

H2:

H3:

H5:
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